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I. THE REVIVAL OF THE SGNMET IN THE SIXTEENTH caBilfTUHY
The sonnet haa always been a favorite form of verse with
poets and critics. But it has been used variously by poets of all
ages. We cannot judge the sixteenth century sonnet by our present
day standards. We must look at it from the point of view held by
writers of that period. To do this it is necessary to note hov? some
of thpir ideas o^ the oonret differ from those of modern critics.
The Elizabethans did not mve a definite notion of v/hat a
sonnet should be, yet it was, in part, through the many experiments
r.ade in the sixteenth century that the Bonnets of Shakespeare,
Milton, or Keats were possible. Even today we find that critics
vary In oneir opinions as to wnat are the characteristics of a good
sonnet. Dewey has called it, "a form or mold, or set shape conveni-
ent for the expression of intense but inexpansive poetical emotion. "#
The following elaborate definition comes to us from William Sharp.
"Por the concise expression of an isolated poetic tnought-an in-
s
tellectual or sensuous wave keenly felt, emotionally and rhytnmi cally-
the sonret would seem to be the best medium, a means apparently pre-
scribed by certain radical laws of melody and harmony, in ether v/ords
of nature: even as the swallow's wing is the best for rapid volant
wheel and shift, as the heron's for mounting by wide gyrations, as
that of the kite or the albatross for sustained suspension ."##
Wadsworth calls it not only, "a key," but, a melody," "a small lute^
"a pipe," "a gay myrtle leaf," and, "a glow vrorm laiiip."
#The English Sonnet; T. W. Croslana, page 15
##Ibid.
J
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Passing from the more or less ima^^inative descriptions of
the sphere and function of tho sonnet to more precise accounts of its
metrical and rhetorical form, vjv. might well be^jin v/ith the defini-
tion of Sidney Lanier. He tells us that the sonnet is always one
stanza of fourteen lines. These lines are iaxibic pentameter rhymed
according to fixed rules; one for the Italian, sometimes called ohe
legitimate and one for Lhe English, or illegit Imate The Italian
form, which was used by most sonneteers of the sixteenth century, is
divided into two portions; the first eight lines is the major portion
riming abba, abba, and six lines, or the minor portion riming
c d e, c d e, or c d e, d c d, or c d e, dec, or c d e, e d c.
i-he object of the regula.r, legitimate, Italian sonnet is to express
one, and only one idea, mood, sentiment, or prcpoeition , and t^is
must be introduced in an appropriate language in the first quatrain
and so far explained in the second, that this may end in a full point;
the tercet is to prepare tne leading idea of the quatrains fcr the
conclusion, which is to be carried out in the second tercet, so that
it may contain the fundamental idea of the poem, and end, as it were,
with the point of an epigram
.#7/ The quatrains snould contain the
propositions and proof; the tercets its confirmation and conclusion.
It should be remembered that the early Italian writers had
no definite notion of the sonnet as is given in the above definition.
Yifhen the word, "sonnet," which literally means a little strain, v/as
first used in Italy, it was to aenote a short poem which dealt with a
single idea, sentiment, or emotion. Gradually it came to mean a
lyric of fourteen lines which were not subject to any rules of
^Science of English Verse, Sidney Lanier, page <i40
M'She Sonnet, its Origin, Tomilson, page 28
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thought development or rime 8cheme.7f When the term, "sonnet," rras
first brought into England, it was used In this sense.
After Sir Thomas Wyatt returned from his trip to Italy in
1527, he wrote a few poems imitating Petrarch, and the name sonnet
was attached. These were published in Tottel_*_^s Miscellany in 1557
under the title of Son^d and Sonnettes . The following selections
(A) A description of such a one as he would love
"A face that should content me wonderous well,
Should not be faire, but lovely to beholde:
Of lively loke, all grief for to repell:
With rifrht good grace, so would I that it should
Speak with out word, such words as none can tell.
The tresse also should be of crisped gold.
With wit, these perchance I might be tryde.
And knit againe with knot that should not slide. "##
£L ^ovQ fortune , and lovers minde
"Love, Fortune, and my mind which do remember
Eke that is now, and that that once hath bene;
Torment my hart so fare that very often
I hate and envy them beyonde all measure.
Love sleeth my hart while Fortune is depriver
Of all my comfort: the folishe minde than:
Burneth and playneth, as one that very sildam
Liveth in rest. Still in displeasure
My pleasant daieo they flete away and passe
And dayly doth myne all change to the worse.
Fnile more than halfe is runne now my course
Alas not of stele, but of brittle glasse,
I se that from my hand falleth my trust:
And all my thoughts are dashed into dust.''###
About the same time that V/yatt wan writing his Songs and
Sonnets
.
the Earl of Surrey produced some verses constructed upon a
model which was afterwards known as the Shakesperian sonnet form.
Spenser wrote a similar series, but with a variation in arrangement
#Sonnets of Three Centuries, Hall Caine, Introduction
page 10
#^ngli3h Reprints, Arber, Tottels, Miscellany, page 63##Engli3h Reprints, Ai'ber, Tottels, Miscellany, page 69
will serve to show the nature of them.
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of rimes. Down to Spenser, no delilaerate effort was made to natural-
ize any specific form of the Italian sonnet .# George Gascoigne,
however, wrote the following description of the sixteenth century
sonnet in his treatise on poetic compositior which appeared as early
as 1575. •'Sonnets are of fourteen lynes, every line conteyning tenne
syllables. The first twelve do ryme in staves of four lines "by cross
meetre, and the last two ryming togither do conclude the whole. "##
The above examples conform, in the main, to the rules laid
down by Gascoigne* A" is written in iambic pentameter meter, and the
rime scheme isabababcc. '*B** conforms more closely to
r
Gascoigne' 3 definition. It contains fourteen lines employing iambic
pentameter verse form, and the rime scheme is abba abba
abba c c. This was a marked step in the development of the son-
net form, for, as we have seen, the word, "sonnet,* meant to the
early Italians any short poem which dealt with a single idea, senti-
ment, or emotion.
The sonnet was slow in making its way Into English litera-
ture, Petrarch was writing in the fourteenth century, but it was not
until the sixteenth that Wyatt and Surrey began to imitate the Ital-
ian sonnet. Another quarter of a century passed before the birth of
the Elizabethan sonnet and the widespread rage for sonneteering. Be-
tween the years 1590 and 1600, no poetic aspirant failed to try his
skill at this type of poetry. It is said that, "Sonneteering became
an imperious habit, a conventional reaction, a modish artifice of
gallantry and compliment ."//##
#Sonnet3 of Three Centuries, Hall Caine, Introduction, page XI
##i:he Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. III.,
Ch. XII., page 282
###rhe Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. III.,
Ch. XII.. page 281
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The late appearance of the sonnet in England can be partly
explained by the fact that it was not native, and not suited to the
taste of the English people, who are more cold and impassive than
the Italians. -^'he poetry of the English is rather the result of
culture than of impulse. Another explanation for this tardiness of
the sonnet is due to the work of translators. The Italian sonnets,
especially those of Petrarch, require a very tender handling, and
this they have not always received. Perhaps one roason why Petrarch
has made but little impression upon the English reader is that he
has not been properly translated. Published translations,
Tomilson# tells us, contain: positive mistranslations; substitution
of the translator's ideas for those of the poet; inelegant, unpoet-
ical English; absence of any attempt to reproduce the simple. lan-
guage of the poet where simple language in English is possible; and
want of attention to form and metrical arrangement of the original.
Since so much of the work of the early sonneteers was im-
itation or translation, we should interest ourselves in the writers
who particularly influenced than. The two chief sources that we
need to consider arc found in the Italian and French poetry.
Of the Italian, Dante, Michael Angelo
,
Tasso, and Ariosto
are names not to be neglected, but far sbove these is the name of
Petrarch, a poet who published his first work in 1340. The sonnet
is usually regarded as an invention in the thirteenth century, but
som.e attempts have been made to place the date in an earlier period.
J. A. Symonds reminds us that a sonnet beginning "Pero*ch anore," is
attributed to Pier delle Vigne, secretary of state in the Sicilian
court of Frederick.## According to Samuel Waddington the sonnet was
#The Sonnet, its Origin, Tonilson, page 137
##Poetry of the Renaissance of Wonder, T. W. Dunton, page 183
J
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originated "by Guittons d*Arezzo about the middle of the thirteenth
century, and Petrarch and Dante adopted it as their own model.# The
following interesting observation is made by Bowyer Nichcla; "The
early Italian poets believed their art to have been derived from
Sicily, and modem writers nave attempted to trace it a step further
back to the Arabs. But in spite of the work dene before Petrarch,
he is usually considered the father of all sonneteers, and his in-
fluence was far greater than any of the other Italian writers. The
following sonnet of Petrarch's may be cited as an illustration of the
treatment of the sonnet in Italy*
Sonnet XCIX The Causes of His Woo
•*Love, Fortune, and my melancholy mind,
Sick of the present, lingering on the past,
Affect ne so, that envious tnoughts I cast
Cn those who life's dark shore have left behind.
Love racks ny bosom: Fortune's wintry wind
Kills everj^ comfort: my weak mind at last
Is shaped and pines, so many ills and vast
Expose its peace to constant strifes unkind.
Nor hope I better days shall turn again;
But what if left from bad to worse may pass:
For ah', already life is on the wane.
Not now of adamant, but frail as glass,
I see my best hopes fall from me or fade,
And low in dust my fond thoughts broken laid (Macgregor
)
Petrarch's sonnets were made famous not only by their
metrical form, but also by their sentiments and style. The great
Italian poet lived too near the days of chivalry not to be affected
by it. He held the Platonic idea that, "love is a strong desire for
the beautiful-a passion or sense that must rbsorb cr hold in subjec-
tion the whole being. He speaks the language of his own heart
and inspires his reader with his deep affection which elevates
#Engli3h Sonnets by living Writers, S. Waddington, Preface,
page 10
##A little Book of Sonnets, Bowyer Nichols, Introduction,
page I
###rhe Sonnet, its Origin, Tonilson, page 43
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thought and delicacy of sentinent, Petrarch is considered the in-
ventor of an amatory poetry which exalt o itself and its object with-
out depending upon the passions, except so far as love must, more or
less, have the character of htman passion. There is sentimental
logic in the amatory compositions of Petrarch, The following trans-
lation by Surrey is an illustration of this type of sonnet.
"Love, that liveth and rei^pieth in my thought.
That built his seat within m^'' captive breast.
Clad in the arms wherein with me he fought,
Oft in my face he doth hif5 banner rest:
She that me taught to love and suffer pain.
My doubtful hope and eke my hot desire
With shamed faced cloak to shadow and restrain,
^er smiling grace converteth straight to ire:
And coward Love then to the heart apace
Takcth his flight, where as he lurka and plains
His purpose lost, and tiare not show his face.
For my lord*s guilt, thus faultless, hide I pains
^et from my lord shall not my foot remove;
Sweet is his death that takes his end by love*."
Petrarch's style is to go straight to the object and clothe
it in the simplest words. He has the style of the Troubadours, re-
fined and modified by the classical tastes of the Humanists. Gabriel
s
Harvey says of his songs: "Petrarch's invention if pure love itself:
Petrarch's elocution pure beauty itself This justifies
.
Harvey
says, the common practice of the English in imitating his verse,
"and it is no dishonour for the daintiest or divinest muse to be his
scholar^ v/hom the amiablest invention and beaut ifullest elocution ac-
knowledge their master."
Petrarch, however, was not free from faults. Some of his
sonnets are awkward, and some are disfigured by conceits ajid sub-
tleties. There is, as in the following sonnet, much playing on such
words as "Laura" and "laurel*"
#The Cambridge History of English Poetry, Vol, VII., Ch. XII.,
Page 287
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Sonetto CXVI Crede, discrede di veder Laura pietosa; ma sta
seinpre fermo nell© sperftanza.
"Amor mi manda quel dolce pensero,
Che secretario antico e fra noi due;
E mi CO nfart a, e dice che non fue
Mai, comt' or, presto a quel ch i "bramo e spero
.
lo , chc talor menj'.osna e talor vero
Ho ritrovato la parole sue,
Non so a*il creda» e vivorni intra due,
si ne no nel cor mi sona intero.
In qupnta passa*l tempo, « nello specchio
Mi veggio andar ver la sta.'^ion ccntraria
A sua impronessa ed alia mia speranza.
Cr sia che pub; gia sol io non invecchio_j
Gia per etate il mio desir non varia.
^en temo il viver "breve che n'avanza."
French poetry was the second great source upon which the
English sonneteers drew, and it was French rather than Italian ex-
ample that influenced the English sonneteers. Notable among the ear-
ly French writers of sonnets was Clement TTarct, a contemporary, of
Thomas V/yatt and the Earl of Surrey. He studied Petrarch and trans-
lated a number of his sonnets* To these he added some odes and son-
nets from his own pen and called the collection Epigrammes . His in-
fluence was not lasting, however, for it was not until after his
death that sonneteering "became established in France. The vogue
there was largely due to Ronsard, Bellay, and Desportes. Ronsard
and his disciples assumed the corporate title of La Pleiade
.
and
founded a school which encouraged the sonneteering habit. Joachim
du Bellay is another writer who urged Frenchmen to imitate the manner
of Petrarch. Near the end of the sixteenth century, Desportes beeame
most influential. Cf him Lodge wrote in 1590, "Few men are able to
second the sweet conceits of Phillips Desportes whose poetical writ-
ings are ordinarily in overy body's hand.*" Desportes with Ronsard
became the chief teachers of the English sonneteers.
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. I] I.,
Ch., XII., page 286
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The great debt that the Enf^lish owed tc the "French can be
traced in Spenser, "the father of the Elizabethan sonnet." V/hen he
was a boy of seventeen, he wrote tv/enty-slx lonnetc which were pub-
lished anon\Tnou8ly under the title A Theatre for Worldinfcs « These
were published twenty-two years later, wjth a few changes, in a col-
lection of his ininor verse called Conplaln t s . His early ventures
in the sonnet were divided into two categories, the one entitled,
The Visions of Bellay
.
and the other, The Visions of Petrarcli . The
latter title is misleading. Both sets were drawn directly from the
French-the first from Joachim du Bellay, and the second from Clement
Marot. These early adventures of Spenf5er'fi forecast the French in-
fluence on English sonneteering.
While recognizing the predominant French influence, we
should not, however, forget that the best Elizabethan sonneteers,
such as Sidney, Watson, and Spenser, were not satisfied to practice
sonnet writing until they had studied both French and Italian mast-
ers . They studied the writings q-^ the Ploiade masters, but they
went also directly to Petrarch. On the other hand, most of the
second rate writers of the Elizabethan Tieriod were content to study
Petrarch and his Italian fol lowers .through the French adaptations of
Ronsard and Desportee.^
We see then that the sonnet came to England from two
sources. The first was Petrarch whose chief contribution was the
form. He remained the guiding spirit of the Elizabethan era, but
his influence was not strong enough in itself, and we have a second
source; the added stimulus of the French activity to make the sonnet
#The Elizabethan Sonnet, Sidney Lee, Vol. I . , Introduct ion
page XXXIV
ii
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in England, "a popular poetlo instrument
Before we oan petimate the work of the Elizabethan sonnet-
cera, it ia only junt that v/e consider the pioneers of the sennet and
note in what manner they were influenced by foreign sources, and in
what measure their work was original. Wyatt and Surrey arc usually
considered the first English sonneteers, but some critics think
Chaucer's name should be included. We know that Chaucer v/as an ad-
mirer of Petrarch from the reference made to him in the Prologue to
the Clerk's Tale.
"Praunceye Pctrarck-, the laureat poete,
Highte this clerk, who«?e rethoryke nwect
Enlumined al Itaille of poetrye.''##
In his poem of Troilus and Criseyde
.
Chaucer translated one of
Petrarch's best known sonnets which, in the sixteenth century,, under-
went a number of renderings and adaptations in Europe. Chaucer's
translation runs as follows:
"If no love is, C God, What fel^ I so''
And if love is, what thing and which is he?
If love be good, frpm whennes coneth my wo?
It if be wikke, a wonder thinketh me,
V/hen every torment and djversitee
That Cometh of him, may to me savory thinks;
For ay thurst I, the more I it drinke.
And if that at myn owens luat T brenne
Prom 7/hennes cometh my wailing and my pleynte?
If harne agree ne , wher to plcyne I thenne?
I moot, ne why unwery that T feynte.
C quike deefn, o awete harm so queynte,
How many of thee in me swich quant itee,
But if that I con sent e that it be.''###
Leigh Hunt says it is hard to see any reason why Chaucer,
who was such a lover of Italian poetry, did not leave a sonnet of his
#The Elizabethan Sonnet, Sidney Lee, Vol, I., Introduction
page XXV I
3
##Works of Chaucer, Oxford edition, page 596, lines 31-33
###The Works of Chaucer^-Cxford edition, page 211, lines 399-413
i!
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owrj. Thfi following reasons might account for it: first, the Anglo-
Norman court, wiich he had served, had so close a connection with
France as to lead him, when not writing narrative poetry, rather in-
to Prench miscellaneous poetry than Italian; second, neither the son-
nets of Dante nor of Petrarch had as yet bern followed in England;
third Chaucer was chiefly interested in character and narration*
Crosland states that Chaucer was more concerned with the form of
Italian contemporaries, especially of Petrarch and Boccaccio, from
whom he derived the decasyllabic stanza and heroic couplet, yet his
impulse was narrative rather than, reflect ive.#
Chaucer's sonnet translation had little or no influence in
England. It was not until the second quarter of the sixteenth cen-
tury that the real work in sonnets began. The struggling and striv-
ing for an essential form wan set on foot by Wyatt and Surrey. They
did their most important work between 1530 and 154C. Wyatt, the el-
der of these two, was the teacher of the Earl of Surrey,
Of his thirty-one sonmets, ten are translated, more or less
closely from Petrarch, one from Hell inde St. Gelays, and two are in-
debted to Petrarch. One is constructed out of two of Serafina*8
Strambot ti
.
and the remaining are apparently the product of original
thought • •##
All of these are the work of a man who has been impressed
with the beautiful and ingenious form of the sonnet as handled by the
Italians and wishes to reproduce its effects in English.### Wyatt
was a conscious pioneer, anxious to improve his native verse with the
#The English Sonnet, T, W. Crosland, page 21-22
-##A History of English Poetry, Courthope, Vol. II., Ch. TTi
page 52
###The Cambridge History of English Liteiature, Vol, III.,
Ch.JII., page 52
t
aid cf the brat noddle. Hia fsonnets, with one excpetion, follow the
Italian sonnet form, but it is as rough in his hands as "if poetry
Itself had just boen born in the v/oods among the ruggedest of sylvan
God8."# Cf Wyatt, "says Mr. Saintsbury we seem to be looking over
a course beset with all sorts of visible stunbling-blo oks and invisi-
ble snares, into which and over which he is perpetually stunbling and
tumbling, yet picking up and pressing on towards the goal."
There iB, however, sone individuality asserted in V/yatt's
sonnets. He often der^arted from the literal to make the lines more
forceful in the English tongue. For example, Petrarch'? sonnet
^XXXVTI contains tnis line, "My two sweet faniliar stars." V/yatt*s
version says, "Xhe Btars be hid that led ne to such pain."##// His
freedom is shown in his constantly revolting against the eervility of
the male lover as demanded by the code of chivalry. In one sonnet he
protests that he will renounce his mistress in consequence of her in-
justice, and this is perhaps his best.
"My love to scorn, my service to reta.in,
'i'nerein, methought. she used cruelty,
Since with good will I lost my liberty,
To follow her which causeth all my pain,
Miight never cause me for to refrain,
But only this mich i& extremity,
Giving me nought, alaal nor to agree
That as I was her man, I mi^^ht remain.
But since that thus ye list to order me.
That would hero been your servant true ana fast,
Displease thee not, my doting days be past:
And with my loss to leave T nuat agree.
For as there is a certain time to rage.
So Istheretime such madness to assuage."
jThe Book of the Sonnet, Leigh Hunt and A. Lec. nage 66
gHistcry of English Prosody, Saintsbury, Bk. IV., page 3C5mA History of English Poetry, Courthope, Vol. TI., Ch. TI
page 53 '
J

Wyatt's sonnets err; far from perfect. Thry are often
capricious, and some of the rhymes are uncertain. Those defects are
evident in the followinf? sonnet.
The Lover for Shame~?astnes s Hideth his Leaire v/ithin
his Fai whful Heart «
~*
"The long love that in ny thought I narbor,
And in my Vieart doth keep his residence,
Into my face prosseth with hold pretense,
And there campeth displaying his "banner.
She that me learns to Icve and to suffer,
And wills that my trust, and lust's nef^ligence
Be reined };y reason, shariie, and reverence,
V/ith his hcirdlnesB takes displeasure.
Whereivith love to the heart 'r forest he fleeth.
Leaving his enterprise v/ith pain imd cry.
And there him hideth, and net appcareth.
"7/hat may I do, vhcn my mastf^r feareth?
« But in the field with him to live and die?
For good is the life, ending faj thfully . "#
Surrey, the second great pioneer cf the sonnet, did his
work in a manner somewhat different from that of Wyatt. He, too,
followed foreign models, hut he was ahle to do v/hat Wyatt failed to
do. He naturalized the ideas borrowed by the beauty of his style.
He took his subject from Petrarch or Ariosto and gave it a new charm.
Surrey showed that he had profited from other men's genius, for when
he had settled on a general line of thought, his details became so
colored by what he had read that his compositions have been called,
•*a mosaic of phrases, *•## collected out of the works of Petrarch and
Ariosto •
Again like Wyatt, he borrowed from Chaucer, but while Wyatt
borrowed without attempting tc select and refine, Surrey was careful
at every point to polish the language. Wyatt sought to give an air
of originality to his thought by the metaphysical character of the
#Century Readings, Cunliffe, Pyre and Young, page 54
##History of English poetry, Courthope. vol. TI., Ch. Ill
page B2
41
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concelts which he expressed.# Surrey aimed to give dietinction to
his coramorj_Jplaces oy the grace and elegance of the fom in vs^iich he
presented them.
Surrey lacked the individuality found in Wyatt, yet his
verse reflects the polish and accomplishment of his class. He came
from a noble house and received the education usually given to the
baronial ariotocracy. His verse is full of the tradition of chivalry
9.8 found in the lines of his song. Prisoned in Y/indsor . he recounteth
his pleasure there passed .J// Some of his verse is like an elegy on
the death of the institutions and ,mannero of the nobility of Europe.
The following sonnet, entitled Praise of certain psalmes of David , is
almost satiric in tone. In the last few lines Surrey tells the peo-
ple of England that princes should be awakened out of sinful sleep.
"The great Macedon, tnat out of Persie criased
Darious, of whose huge power all Asie rong.
In the rich ark dan Homer's rimes he placed.
Who fayned gestes of heathen princes song.
What holy grave? What worthy sepulture
To Wiattes Psalm.es should Christians then purchase?
Where he doth paint the lively faith, and pure.
The stedfast hope, the swete returne to grace
Cf just David, by perfite penitence.
Where rulers may se in a mirrour clere
The bitter frute of false concupiscence:
How Jewry brought Vrias death full dere.
In princes hartes gods scourge imprinted depe,
Cught then awake, out of their sinfull slope.
Surrey's sentiTifints are natural and sincere, and he seems
to be guided by present circumstances, but it is to his style that he
ov/es his great position in English literature. Cne of his best son-
nets is The Means to Attain Happy Life * In uhese lines we feel the
Italian melody which gives them a simple grace and ease.
#A History of English Poetry, Courthope, Vol, III., Ch. Ill,
page B2
##English Reprints, Arber, Tottel» s Miscellany
,
page 13
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"Martial, the things that do attain
The happy life "be these, I find:
The riches left, not got with pain;
The fruitful ground; the quiet mind;
The egall friend; no grudge, no strife;
.
No charge of rule, no governance;
Without disease, the healthful life;
The household of continuance;
The mean diet, no delicate face;
True wlsdon joined with simpleness;
That night discharged of all care,
Where wine and wit may not oppress;
The faithful wife, without debate;
Such sleeps as may "beguile the night;
Contented with thine own estate,
We wish for death, we fear his might.**
Surrey, who had a sound artistic instinct, ranked anong the
most promising of our early poets, "but both Wyatt and Surrey did a
great work as pioneers of the English sonnet. It is true that their
influence was vague and indeterminate, yet they converted England in-
to a veritable nest of sonneteers m.aking plain the road for Sidney,
Spenser, Drayton, and Shakespeare
But "making plain the road** was not accomplished immediate-
ly. It was years "before sonnet writing became a habit in England.
Wyatt *s and Surrey's works were publisned in 1557, and what is known
as the sonneteering craze did not begin until 1591 aftf^r Sir Philip
Sidney nad published "nis Astrophel and Stella . The following chron-
ological Ij St will serve to trace the growth of the sonnet's popular-
ity before 1600.
Tottel*s Miscellany which contained a ntunber of sonnets was
reprinted seven times before 1584. Sidney's Astrophel and Stella ap-
peared in 1591; Daniel's Delia and Henry Constable's Diana in 1592;
rv
Sonnets by Ba^es, Lodge, Giles Fletcher, and Watson's second venture
in 1598; revised editions of Daniel's Delia . Constable's Diana
.
Drayton's Idea (first shape) Percy's Coelia and Zepheria in 1594.
#The English Sonnet, T. W. H. Crosland, page 128
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Spen8er*s Amorettl : Barnfof ield' s Cynthia with certain sonnets in
1595; Griffin* 8 FldesBa. Willlajn Smith's Chpxls in 15<J6; and Tofte'e
Laura in 1597,
There are certain traits in sutstance and style common to
all of these writers* The love for some woman, real or imaf^inary,
is the subject of most of the sonnets. It was a set theme and often
treated in the most conventional manner. So "beautiful and heavenly
is she pictured that she becomes unattainable, and the lover is doom-
ed to sigh and nourn his fate. Sonnet XLVIII of Sidney's Astrophel
and Stella illustrates these qualities.
"Stella, the only planet of my light,
Light of my life, and life of my desire,
Chiefe good whereto my hope doth only aspire,
World of my wealth, and heav*n of my delight;
Why dost thou spend the treasures of thy sprite
With voice more fit to wed Amphion*s lyre,
Seeking to quench me in the noble fire
Fed by thy worth, and kindled by thy 6ight?
And all in vaine; for while thy breath most sweet
With choisest words, thy words with reasons rare,
Thy reasons firmly set on Vertue's feet.
Labour to kill in me this killing care:
think I then, what paradise of joy
It is so faire a vertue to enjoy. **#
Most of the sonneteers modeled their love verses in se-
quence after the fashion of Petrarch's Laura . Each sonnet is sup-
posed to express some phase of the poet's feeling in relation to his
mistress. Examples of tHs sequence arrangement we have in Drayton's
Idea
.
Daniel's Delia
.
Constable's Diana , or Sidney's Astrophel and
Stella . In all of these there is a felt want of earthly passion
which makes them at once mechanical and conventional.
Writers of this time liked to display wit. They often gave
their theme an ingenious metaphysical turn, or placed one thought in
#Complete Poems of Sir Pnilip Sidney, Grosart, Vol, I.,
page 45
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a variety of different lights. Thp thought expressed in the follow-
ing lines from Constable is not in accordance with truth, and there
is lacking any appeal to human passion or sympathy , "but the idea that
a woman's virtue might be extracted from the flowers is clever and
ingenious
•
"My lady's presence makes the rones red,
Because to see her lips they \>lush for shame:
The lily's leaves for envy pale became;
And her white hands in them frieir envy bred.
The marigold abroad the leaves doth spread,
Because the sun's and her power is the sajne;
The violet of purple colour came,
Dyed with the blood she made my heart to shed.
In brief all flowers from her their virtue take;
From her sweet breath their sweet snells do proceed;
The living heat whi ch her eye beams do make
Warmeth the ground and quickeneth the sef;d
.
The rain, wherewith she v/atereth the flov/ers,
Falls from mine eyes, which she dissolves in flowers •**
The many far-fetched metaphors used by Elizabethan sonnet-
eers is an illustration cf their extravagance in expression. The sim-
ple thought is often made obscure because of rich phrasing and luxu-
riant comparisons. Such figures of speech as follow/^ were not uncom-
mon .
"Were you the earth, dear love, and I the skies,
My love should shine on you like to the sun,
And look upon you with ten thousand eyes.
Till heaven waxed blind, and till the world were done.''#
•^Look, Delia, how W'esteen the half-blown rose,
The imago of thy blush and sianrier's honour. "#//
"My Muse doth need
An angel's feathers when thy praise I sing,"###
"When nature made her chief work, Stella's eyes.
In color black why wrapt she beams so bright?
Would she, in beamy black, like painter wise.
Frame daintiest luster, mixed of shades and light?"####
#jo3hua Sylvester, Sonnet XLIX
##Daniel's Delia
.
Sonnet XLIV|||Con3 table. To Saint Katharine
. Sonnet XXXVIIImmiT Philip Sidney's Astrophel and Stella
. Sonnet VII
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It was in accordance with the temper of the times to borrow
from other writers. Drayton, in conferring on his sonnets the title,
Idea claimed to rank with Italian and French Platoniste. Watson's
sonnets of the Passionate Centurie are little norr than a "neatly put
together mosaic of lines and phrases from his library. He indi-
cates in a prose introduction, the French, classical, or Italian
source of his inspiration. He aired at little more than a psu'aphras-
Ing of sonnets and lyrics from Petrarch and Ronsard. Sidney, who
was essentially an imitator, took ipany of hjs conceits and the title
Arcadia from the Italian writers.
,
Like them he sounds, in a mixture
of prose and verse, the last note of chivalry. In Astrophel and
Stellct
.
he has given situations similar to those found existing be-
tween Petrarch and his mistress, Laura. In Spenser's Amoretti y/hich
is an Italian name, v/e can orace influence of Tasso
,
Eonsard, and
Desportes. Phillis
.
the sonnet sequence by Thomas Lodge, ranks him
first place among Elizabethan plagiarists. He did not confine his
borrowings to writers of France and Italy, but his chief sources were
Ronsard, Ariosto, Lodovico, Paschale, Petrarch, Sannazaro , and
Bembo.## Daniel follows Desportes closely, but his best known son-
net, Care Charmer Sleejp , is taken from French sources.### And so
we might go on through the whole group ano find that they used freely
from various sources.
In connection with tViis habit of borrowing, it is interest-
ing to note that some declare themselves to be innocent of plagiar-
.
Ism. For example there are many evidences that Drayton borrowed
#The Age of Shakespeare, Secconbe and Allen, Vol. I., page 8
##The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. TIL, Ch. Ill,
page 297
###'rhe Age of Shakespeare, Succombe and Allen, Vol. 1., page 13
i
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inuch, yet In the dedication of his sonnets in 1594 he writes :#
"My verse is the true verse image of my mind
My muse is rightly of the English strain."
Sidney in his Apologie for Po etry scorns borrowing. In his sonnet
XV we read:
"Petrarch long deceased woes
With new-ljorn sighs and denizened wit."
Another practice among these Elizabethan sonneteers was to
give way to "poetic vaunt. "## Daniel, Spenser, and Sidney were es-
pecially fond of reiterating this conceit.
In Daniel*s Delia, Sonnet XXXVII, he makes this comnent
.
"This verse may remain thy lasting monument." Spenser say3:###
"This verse, that never shall expyre.
Shall to you purchas with her thankles paine;
Faire, he no longer prou»d of that shall perish.
By that v^diich shall you make imir.ortall cherish."
In Sonnet LXIV of the same we find:
"Even this verse, vow*d to eternity,
Shall be there of immortal monument;
And tell her praise to all posterity ."####
We have seen that the Elizabethan sonneteers had many char-
acteristics in common, but the relative merit of their work is deter-
mined by their individual abilities.
Thomas Watson is an important figure because he v:as the
first sonnet writer of any note after Wyatt and Surrey. His verse is
of little intrinsic value, but his influence was great, ^e was in-
different to metrical law and lacked originality. His works show
that he read carefully and v/idely. Eight of his sonnets are render-
ings from Petrarch, twelve from Sarafino dell*Aquila, four from
#An English Garner, Arber, Vol. 6, page 290
^Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. III., page 295
###Spenser*s Complete Works, Cambridge Ecition, page 725
####Spenser s Complete Works, Cambridge Edition, page 731
il
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Strozza and Ronsard, three fron the Italian poet Agnola Pirenznola,
two each frorr. the French poet Porcatulus, the Italian Girolamo
Parabosco, and Aneas Sylvius; while many paraphraaelpassaRea arc
frcTT such authors as (ariong the Greeks) Sophocles, Theocritus,
ApollonluB of Rhodes; or, (among the Latins) Virgil, Tibullus, Cvid,
Horace, Seneca, Pliny, Luc€in, Fartial, and Valerius Flaceus . Among
modern Italians wfire An^^elo , Poliz ian(^ and Baptista l!antuanus.#
His verso lacks passion, but it in the accomplished work
of a cultivated and well-read scholar. V/at son's sonnets were close-
ly studied by Shakespeare and oth^^r contemporaries, and, despite
their frigidity and imitative quality, they actively influenced the
form and topic of the later sonnets of the Century.## His chief
contributions are: A Passionate Centurie of Love in 15 82
.
and Tears
of Fancie or, Love Distaincd. in 1593. The following sonnet from
The Tears of Fancie illustrates his cold and artificial style.
'*My hart accus'd mine eies and was offended,
Yovfinfr the cause was in mine eies aspiring:
Mine eies affirmed my hart might v/cll ariend it,
If he at first had banisht loves desiring,
And from the eies discended to the hart:
Eies said that in the hart did sparkes arise,
Whicjl kindled flame fnat wrought the inward smart,
Hart said eies tears might soon have quencht that flame,
Eies said hart*s sighs at first might love exile:
So hart Lhe eies and eies the hart did blame,
Wilst both did pine for both the paine did feelc.
Hart pighed and bled, eies wept tmd gaz»4,too much.
Yet must I gaze because I see none such.''###
With the exception of Shakespeare, Sir Philip Sidney leads
Elizabethan sonneteers. He had talent as a poet, but his talent was
not great enough to free him from constant affection and imitation.
He never mastered his models. His best verse is in Astrophe l and
#Dictlonary of National Biography, Vol. X:C., page 946
##Ibid
###The Elizabethan Sonnet-Sidney Lee, Vol. I., page 144
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Stella
.
a sonnet sequence written between 15C0-1584. In one respect,
Sidney was more loyal to his foreign nodelc thcin the o'cher sonnet-
eers of his time. He tried to reproduce foreign meters as v«-!ll as
foreign sentiments. He usually kept the double quatrain riming a b
b a abba. In most of his sonnets the concluding six lines have
a variation scheme. His sonnets are distinguished from those of his
contemporaries by their technical excellence.
Sidney's publication of Ast rophel and Stel la in 1591 was
such a powerful stimulus to sonneteering effort that v/ith it, we
iplght say, that the sonneteering ^age began in England. Critics
have not agreed as to the value of Sidney's work. Charles Lamb# de-
tected, "glorius vanities and graceful hyperboles a transcendent
passion pervading and illuminating his life and conduct." Hazlitt
,
condemned Sidney's sonnets "as jejune, frigid, stiff, and cum-
brous. Sidney Lee says that perhaps the truth lies between these
two bits of criticism. All must agree that he had lyric power and
was capable of true poetic effect. Detachment from the realities of
ordinary passion, which comes of much reading about love in order
to write on the subject, is the central feature of Sidney's sonnets.
The extravagance of French sonneteers is perceptible in sonnet
IiXXIX.###
"Sweet kiss', thy sweets I fain would sweetly endite:
Which even of sweetness, sweetest eweet'ner art'.
Pleasing' st consort', where each sense holds a part,
Which coupling doves guide Venus' chariot right.
Best charge and bravest retreat in Cupid's fight "l
A double keyl which opens to the h«?art
.
Most rich, when most his riches it impart I
Nest of the young joys', school master of delight'.
Teaching the mean at once to take and give.
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. III., Ch.
XII., page 290
#Ibid.
###The Elizabethan sonnet, Sidney Lee, Vol. 5, page 5C
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The friendly fray', where blows both wound and heal
The pretty death', while each in other live.
Poor hope^s first wealth*, hostage of promised weal'.
Breakfast of level But lol 16 1 where she is.
Cease we to praise, now pray we for a kiss?"
The following sonnet shows Sidney's best lyric
quality. (XXXIX)#
"Cone sleppl Sleep', the certain knot of peace'.
The baiting place of wit', the bain of v/oe'.
The poor man's wealth', the prisoner's release'.
The indifferent judge between the high and lowl
With shield of proof, shield ne from out of press
Of those fierce darts. Despair at ^ne doth throw'.
C make ^leyin' those civil wars to cease'.
I will good tribute pay if thou do so.
Take thou of me, smooth
,
pillows , sweetest bed,
A chamber deaf to noise and blind to light,
A rosy garland, and a weary head:
And if these things as being thine by right,
Move not thy heavy Grace: thou shalt in me
Livelier than elsewhere, Stella's image see."
In 1592, the year following the publication of Sidney's
Astrophel and Stella , appeared Samuel Daniel's Delia and Constable's
Diana . Daniel, the first successor of Sidney, was anxious to con -
form in every way with the sonneteering fashions of the time. He
lacked originality. His Delia is a mere shadow which embodies all
the qualities of Petrarch's Laura . He used constantly the themes,
phraseology, and imagery of the French and studied his Latin mxdels
through the French adaptations. His best known sonnet is the one
addressed to Care Charmer Sleep.## Saintsbury says of him, "The
sonnet spied Daniel's one great gift of meditative melody and said,
'by the grace of me you shall write Care Charmer Sleep'. '"/•/¥ John
#The Elizabethan sonnet, Sidney Lee, Vol. I., page 30
##Elizabethan Sonnets, Sidney Lee, Vol. II., Introduction,
page Iv 1 i i
###History of English Prosody, Saintsbury, Vol. TI., Ch. IV.,
page 148
I
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Dennis gives this connent , "Sajnuel Daniel, author of the well known
couplet.
lUnless atovc himself he can
Erect hinself , how poor a thing ia man**
has produced a great deal of vigorous verse.
Constable also showed little originality. If he had any
it was suppressed by the dominant imitative habit. His sonnets are
ingenious and conventional, but his vocabulary sometimes indicates
real passion and poetic feeling. Sonnet I of l)iana is typical of
Constable *s work.
"If true love might true lovers reward obtain,
Dumb wonder only might speak of my joy;
But too much worth hath made thee too much coy,
Not then vain hope of undeserved gain
Hath made me paint in verses mine annoy
But for thy pleasure, that thou might 'st enjoy
Thy beauty* s praise, in glasses of my pain.
See then, thyself I (though me thou wilt not hear)
By looking on my verse. For pain in verse.
Love doth in pain, beauty in love appear.
So, if thou wouldst my verses' meaning see.
Expound them thus, vrhen I my love rehearse,
"None loves like hi I" that is, "None fair like mel"#
In the year following the publication of Daniel's Delia
and Constable's Diana appeared collections from Barnabe Barnes,
Giles Fletcher, and Thomas Lodge.
Barnes gave promise of lyric power which he never fulfill-
ed. He was an imitator of Sidney and borrowed both from Prehch and
Italian soiirccs. Some of his verse is mere doggerel and offensive.
Giles Fletcher wrote a sonnet sequence entitled, Licia and
boldly announces that his verses were, "poems of love written to the
imitation of the best Latin poets and others. "##
#The Elizabethan Sonnet, Sidney Lee, Vol. II., page 84
##The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. III.,
Ch . XI I
. ,
page 302
t
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Thomas Lodge was the greatest plagiarist of the period.
His worki^l is, in nost part, the result of borrowinf^* The sonnet se-
quence, Phillis . his bent work, contains thirty- four poems, eighteen
of which may be traced to foreign sources, yet these were published
as his own invention. He not only used first-rate sources, but took
what he could use from trr iters who never gained fame. Lodgers best
work coTnes from Paschale.
Drayton's Idcja was the chief contribution in 1594. Percy's
Co el la and Zepheria by an anonymous writer, nov;ever, deserve mention.
Drayton *s sonntets are representative of the whole sonnet-
eering movement in England. Oliver Elton says of him, *'His import-
ance in the musical, and not only in the mechanic, evolution of our
verse is real and distinct ... .Draj'^ton was among the first to strike
out the tune that is heard all through the seventeenth century in
Cowley, In Rochester, and in Dryden.''# He has written some very
common place verse and some that deserve to be ranked v/ith
Shakespeare's best. In his sonnet, "Since tnere's no help, come let
us kiss and part," he has reached the highest level of poetic feeling
and thought . Walter Scott , in his Life qf, Dryden . makes the asser-
tion that Drayton, though less known tnan Spenser, possessed, per-
haps, equal powers of poetry ./'^#
Barnfield'a Cynthia, and Edmund Spenser's Amjl^orett i came out
in 1595. Barnfield was a young man who wrote but little verse, and
was the most accomplished of Drayton's disciples. He wrote a series
of twenty sonnets in honor of Que€;n Elizabeth and added them to his
Cynthia . These are composed, "in a verse which differentiates them
f^lichael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page 153
##Baiglish Sonnets, John Dennis, page 211

from those of all other poets of the day, save Sha^esprare He
had power of fervid oxpression, but it wag hampered by the author
trying to fol low the imitat ive habit of his time. The originality of
theme is the most noteworthy trait of Barnfield.
Spenser does not express original Ideas, or prove master
when handling old conceits, but his sonnets are ranked among the best
of the decade because of their moter. They consist of three quat-
rains, each alternately rimed, with a riming couplet, a form not
known to foreign sonneteers. Nichols says that Spenser tried to com-
bine the Italian anci English sonnet and loot the advantages of
both.## In Seccombe and Allen, The Age of Shakespeare
. we have this
comment: "Spenser's sonnets are beautiful pieces of workmanship and
very superior to any published previously in England. The absence of
earthly passion is a beauty in some of Viis sonnets: in most it is a
felt want.''### Spenser's sentiments are thene of the idealist, but
however conventional his theme, he is always the exquisite artist in
words. Such lines as follow are nota./e for the artistic touch in
them
:
"The merry cuckoo, the messengers of spring,
His trumpet shrill hath thrice already sounded.
That warns all lovers wait upon their king.*'####
"But in your work is woven all above
With woodbine flowers ?uid fragrant eglantine:
So swert your prison you in time- shall prove,
With many dear delights bedecked" fine9#####
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. III.,
Ch. XII
. ,
page 301
##A Little Book of Sonnets, Bowyer Nichols, Introduction,
page XIV
###Thc Age of Shakespeare, Seccombe and Allen, Vol. I., page 23
tiM^'ne Elizabethan Sonnet, Sidney Lee, Vol. II, page 266
Sonnet XIX
#####Tbid. L:ai
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Speneer nas shown that thci sonnet can bo used to express
compliment to friend or patron as well as love. In the lines ad-
dressed to Gabriel Harvey we have an example of Spenser's best v/ork.
During the last few years cf the century, the sonneteering
craze had swept through England with such a force tnat critics began
to censure the way in \vhich the sonnet v;as used. Sir John Harrington
states that poets were in the habit of \"riting verse for sale and
mentions that two crowns was the price of a sonnet. #
''Verses are now made such merchantable ware,
That now for sonnets sellers are and b^ers:"
The amorous sonnet was ridiculed ty the poets themselves,
In the Idea
.
Sonnet XXI, Drayton says;
"A witless Gallant, a young wench that v/ooed
(Yet his ciull spirit, her not one jot could neve),
Instructed me, e'er I wished him good,
To write him but one sonnet to his love."
Shakespeare satirizes the use of the sonnet in T.wo_ Gentle-
men of Verona when Proteus offers the duke the conventional love son-
net as means of wooing:
"You must lay lime to tangle her desires,
By Y/ailful sonnets, vmose conponed rime
Should be full fraught with serviceable vows....
Say that upon the alter of her beauty
You sacrifice your tears, your sighs, your heart."
In Romeo and Juliet
.
ITercutio says:
"Now is he for the numbers that latrarch flov/ed in: Laura
to his lady was but a kitchan wench: m.erry, she had a better love
to be -rhyme her."##
Few of the v/riters of this period wrote sonnets that reach-
ed high levels of poetic work. I^ost of them were crude and betrayed
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. III.,
Ch. Ill, page 305
##Shakespeare , Romeo and Juliet, II, 4, 41-44
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a clumsiness of thought and expression which deserved criticism.
These sixteenth century sonneteers have left us little memorable
work, but that little claims recognition.# The years between 1690-
16CC mark the greatest period of development and experiment preparing
the way for the better sonnet v/r iters of coming centuries.
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. Ill,
Ch. XII, page 281
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II. THE WORKS 0? MICIIAEL DRAYTON EXCLUSIT^l CF THE SCNllETS
¥ichael Drayton cannot claim a place among the poets of
first rank In the sixteenth century, "but he can claii". tc be a true
representative of the age in which he lived, for he uttered sincerely
the ruling Elizabethan thoughts and ardors. The two outstanding
characteristics of Drayton's poetry are its bulk and variety. As a
poet of prodigious industry, learning, and versatility, he must al-
ways be an admirable figure, but v/e turn avray disappointed from his
tedious, lumbering lines and wish his great mase cf pcetry might
have had "strength or austaining spirit adequate to its bulk.''^
Unfortunately his aim was **too encyclopaedic for his art,''## and the
literary tastes of the court v;ere not suited to his poetic gifts.
Saint sbury makes this striking comment about the great amount and
variety of Drayton's work. "If ever there was a poet vmo could write
....about any conceivable broomstick in any conceivable manner, that
poet was Drayton ."###
The variety of his performance is almost as remarkable as
its bulk. In his fifty or sixty thousand lines, v/e find that he has
tried every kind of verse that was in fashion during the last ten
years of the queen's reign, except the moral allegory. He wrote para-
phrases, pastoral, narrative, Cvidian fable, chronicle, legend, pan-
egyric, drama, and sonnet .####
The Harm.ony o f the Chur ch , n^iich appeared in 1591, is
little more than a paraphrase of Biblical stories in vmich the poet
#Specim-ens of British Poets, Thomas Campbell
##The English Poets, E. Gos-se, Vol. I., page 526
4Mk History of English Literature, Saint sbury, page 143
##//#lJichael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page 27
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by a metrical rendering destroys the rhythm of BiLllcal prose.
Lrayton took up the comir.cn practice of writing pastoral poetry. He
locked about him f or a leader and found Spenser whose inspiration
led him to write Idea : The She^jlerd * s Garland . A story is promised
in Endim^ion and Pnoebe
.
but the result is rather a tapestry work of
set pictures with a great amount of moralizing between them. With
the legend and ballad he v;as more successful. The Legend of The Duke
of Normandy and The Bal lad of A
^
l r. court are considered by many cri-
tics to be his best work with the except jijon of the sonnets. The
Hero ical Epistles are an imitation of 0vid»8 Hero ides . IJymphidia
is the result of Drayton's attempt at writing a paneg^Tic . It v/as
the fashion of the times to v/rite dramas, and the poet tried his pen
at that too, but with very little success. Most of his arcjnatic work
was not worth publishing. Two groupd of plays nave been accredited
to him, but Sir John Old castle is the only one tnat has come down to
us.# The sonnet was uhe vv.TBe form best suited to Drayton* s muse.
Of his work as a sonneteer we shall speak later.
Drayton was as versatile in his enplo^'ment cf subjects as
he was in his choice of types. "If no other poetry v/cre left but
his/* comments Elton, **we could discover from it many of the imagina-
tive interests of those years. The assurance of fame, the praise of
queen and Tsatroness, tne passion for the past world of the west, the
feeling for beauty of youth, the cordial extravagance in friendship,
and the fashion of loving are all found in Drayton. "##
A great portion of his work w:vs devoted to historical
themes. He was a true patriot. He loved his England v/ith all of its
.#Drayton as a Dramatist -• Whitaker - L-od. Lang. Assoc.
New Ser f 11
//#Michael Drayton - Oliver Elton, page 27
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traditions, and he never grew weary of singing his praise Lo the
glorious heroes and deeds of the past. His earliest historical
poems appeared in 1594. Those were the legends cf Peirs Gavesto n
ISarle of Cornwall and Mat ilda
.
the fair and chas te darig^hter of
Robert Fttzwater . The legend of Piers Gaveaton j r? the story of the
Earl of Cornwall who was a favorite of Edward II. Bfatilda is a nar-
rative poem in which Drayton creates the impossible situation of
having the spirit of ITatilda cone back to tell the world her woeful
story. King John had mistreated her and. thr-i took her life because
she would not yield to his love.
In 1596, both of these legends were revised and issued
with a third J The Tra.^ical Legend of Robert . Buke of ITormandy . which
is ranked as the most poetical of the historical legends. The sub-
stance is the story of Robert, eldest, son of William the Conqueror.
Drayton, in this same year, produced Mort imer
i
ados
.
whicn his con-
temporaries considered his best v/ork.# It is a long arawn out story
of the wars between Edward II. and the barons, down lo the capture
of Mortimer at Nottingham Castle by Edward III. Some notable in-
cidents are Mortimer* s escape from the Tower and his meeting v-'ith
Q,ueeri Isabella in Franco. It also contains a picture of the unhappy
state of England, the scene of Edward's deposition at Kenilwcrth,
and his lament at Berkeley .## Drayton wrote his Alort imer iados to
please the Countess of Bedford, but, in 1603, the poet changed it in-
to a poem resembling a formal epic and gave it the title, The Baron s *
Ware . The subj ect ^matter is essentially the Bamc v;ith the exception
that all traces of compliment to the countess vrore removed* This
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV, page 2C7
##rhe Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV, page 2C8
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poem is a blending of the passions of love and v/ar and has been call-
ed the best heroic poen written in the reign of Q,ue(3n Elizabeth.
Thoiraa Arnold says: "It is full of action and strife; swords flash
and helmets rattle on evi-ry page."#
The next great work which dealt with an historical theme
appeared in 1597 and was entitled, England's Heroic Epi st les . This
was an adaptation of the plan of Ovid's Heroides to English annals.^#
It consists of a series of imaginary letters from heroic lovers, with
in every case the answer. The folloT/ing .twelve couples exchange let-
ters: Henry II. and ^air Rosamond; King John and Matilda Fitzwater;
;iueen Isabel and Mortimer; the Black Prince and the Countess of
Salisbury; Richard II. and his wife Isabel; C^ueen Catherine and Cwen
Tudor; Eleanor Cobham and her husband, Humphrey of Gloucester;
William de la Pole, Duke of Suffolk and Queen Margaret; Edv/ard IV.
and Jane Shore; the Q,ueon of France and Charles Brandon, Duke of Suf-
folk; Surrey and Geraldine; Lady Jane Gray and Lord Guilford Dudley.
Drayton wrote nothing more of an historical nature until
1606 when there appeared his Ballad of Agin court . It is a patriotic,
martial lyric vmich celebrates an English victrry cvt^r the French and
praises King Henry. Later he wrote another poem of less merit on
the same subject entitled The Eat Lie of Agir, court .
After 1606 Drayton was Gilent for six years, only producing
the last and flattest of his legends, that of The Great Crom.well
.
2l2ii 2L ^^e was working on his Poly-01b ion . and published
thirteen of the thirty songs in 1613. Thi 3 v/as liis most pretentious
poem and it stands as his raonumental work. Drayton tells us that it
#Chauccr to V/ordsworth, Thomas Arnold, page 95
##Hi story of British Poetry, F. S. Corbett, page 1^.4
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cost him, "Herculean toil."# It cannot l)e clasBified strictly as
an historical work, for Drayton has drawn information from every
available field. In it he has glorified counties of England, has
shown a reverence for past heroes, and has atlcinptcG to save men's
names and deeds from oblivion. It also contains mythological im-
personations and allusions to obsolete events and facts. It con-
tains matter dealing with sovereigns and battles of the past and pre-
sent. "His allusions," connents Henry Headly, "to obsolete tradi-
tions, rem.ote events, remarkable facts and perscnagns, together with
his curious genealogies of rivers, and his taste for natural history
have contributed to render hi?; wcrk very valuable to the ant iquary'i##
Corbett speaks of the Poly-Clbion as an elaborate work in which is
given a "minute and accurate itinerary of the whole of England and
Wales. "### "Drayton turns," says Elton, "to the huge task of col-
lecting the memories c.nd sagas of Great Britain . He will fight with
Time to save antiquity, v/hich men are disregarding; and it is his af-
fair, by world-out-v/earing rhyr:es , Lo stay the oblivion that endan-
gers the delicacies, the delights and rarities of England and V/ales'if;
"This poem," cays Mor^y, "was an illustration of the quick-
ened patriotism of the English
."y/##i'/# I'he Poly-Clbion is described
by Cham.bers as "a poetical chore graphical description of England....
It is full of topographical and antiquarian details, allusions to re-
markable events and persons, local sports and customs Into
the Poly-Clbion he poure^d all his not inconsiderable learning, and
^Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. VIIJ
,
page 558
##Select Beauties of Ancient English Poetry
###Hi story of English Poetry, F. Corbett, page 1.^4,
(Gay and Bird Ed.)
####Michael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page 110
#####First Sketth cf English Literature, Korley, page 524
######Chambers Encyclopaedia of English Literature, Vol I.,
page 541
J
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bservation, all his patriotism and hiB fancv.
Drayton hiriself gives us the following sumrnary of the sub-
ject matter in the poen in the Epiatle to L_he General Reader . The
poem was his "rempe and fields of the Muses, wh^re, through most
delightful groves, the angelic haimony of birda lteII steal thee to
the top of an easy hill, where in artificial caves, cut out of the
most natural rock, thou shalt see tne ancient people of this isle
delivered thee in thoir lively images; from, whose height thou may'st
behold both the old trnd later times, as -in thy prospect, lying far
under thee; then conveying thee down by a soul-pleasing descent
through aelicate em.broidered meadows, often veined with gentle- glid-
ing brooks, in which thou may*st fully view the dainty n^Triphs in
their simple naked beauties, bathing them in crystalline stream.s;
which shall lead then ta most pleasant downs wliere harmless shep-
herds are, some exercising their pipes, some singing roundelays to
their gazing flocks."^
In addition to this groat bulk and variety of work done on
historical themes, v/e find that Drayton tried his pen on spiritual
subjects. There is little of consequence from this venture. The
Harmo ny of the Church .which was p^utolished JLn lb91, has been consid-
ered as an attempt of the author to acquire an introduction the
public of his day.## i/rayton must have been -well-read in his Old
Testam.ent, for the matLt^r of his book is ohe versification of nine-
teen prayers and songs. The song of Koses from the thirty-second
chapter of Deuteronomy, the song of Deborah and Barak from Judges,
the prayer and song of Judith and the joyful and thanksgiving of
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV., page 217
##The Cambridge History of English Literature, vol. Ill,,
page 196
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the faithful from the tv/elfth chapter of Isaiah are aricr.g the pass-
ages paraphrased.// Cn the whole the poem nay ho described as a
sacred miscellany.
Trayton could not resist the tenptation cf using his verse
as a means for moralizing. Endimion and Phoebd is notable for its
occasional display of philosophy, much of which later appeared in The
VLejTL in the Mo on . We find such philosophical statements as these:
"Wise nature most of all doth show her aearchless judgment For
the living soul.beinj; individual, uniform- and whole, by her unv/earied
faculties doth find that which the flesh of duller earth by kind not
apprehends, and by nor function makes good her own state. "##
In the Legends the ooet often inserts general truths. For
instance this sentence appears in The Le/;;enrl of Thomas Cromv/ell .
"Little can* St thou tell, hov/ rich a mind in these mean rage doth
dwell. In The Le gend of Piers Gaveston trie poet frequently
stops his story to gi-^'e the reader a little noral r'is course as is
found in these lines:
"Whilst the Vc-iin world so cunningly could vrin
Us, her false flatteries who too long did trust,
Till having lost the clue which led us in,
We WQjiJder'd in the labyrinth of lust.
For when the foul is nuzled once in vice,
The sweet of sin makes Hell a Paradi se .'*####
In an elegy Vie writes:
"God doth not love them least, on. v/hom he lays
The great* St afflictions; but that he v/ill praise
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. HI., page 196
##Works of Michael Drayton, The Man in the Moon
###WorkB of Michael Drayton, The Legend of Thomas Uromv/ell
//###Works of Michael Drayton, The Legend Piers Gaveston
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Hiir.self most in them, and will niake thenr. fit
Nearest to hiriBelf v/ho is the Lamt to six:
For by that touch, like perfect gold he tries them,
Who are not hi», until the world denies them."//
V/e cannot find a tettrr example of Drayton's work in the
field of Pastoral poetry than Idea : The Shepherd* s Garland . The
general theme is the celebration of hin o\jr. sorrows, but he discusses
many other things incidentally. The poet usually v/rotc to please
patron or patroness. The Shepherd* s Garland is made up almost en-
tirely of compliments in which, without natural sentijrient or emotion,
Lrayton pays tribute to three ladies: Beta rrpreaents C^ueen
Elizabeth, Pandors is Sidney's sister Mary, Countess cf Pembroke, and
Idea. Later in the sonnets it v/as made clear that Idea war? Lucy,
Countess of Bedford, to whose protection Drayton had hee.n comm.ended
by Sir Henry Cooderc. The material cf the nine eclogues into vrndch
he divided the work may be outlined as follows: the first is a love
complaint; the second deals with the vanity of life, and contains a
lyric in praise of Platonic Icve - love that is a power v/hich ele-
vates the human mind in pursuit of beauty; tho third gives the con-
ventional praise of a shepherdess; the fourth contains an elegy on
Sidney; the fifth is a pictorial description of the port's mistress;
the sixth is a praiee of the muse of Brittayne; the seventh is a re-
proof of love; the eighth is a ballad; the ninth is another love
plaint
.##
Drayton spent mooi of his later years writing Kymphidia and
The Muse's Elysium
, beautiful creations of the imagination, and his
#The Works of Michael Drayton, To the Noble J. S. of Worldly
Cros see
##The Elizabethan Lyric - Erskine, page IBS
I
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poems of satire. The oulaject mattrr ia bo different in these poems
that we are again imprcjosed with the great variety of the author's
thenes
•
The Nynphidia
.
which appeared in 1627, is a story of Q,ueen
Mab and the Fairy Court in which the author pictures a miniature,
tut a real world, ^t is a mock heroic poem rtlatin^; the adventures
of the jealous Oberon, faithless Titania and her lover Pigv/iggen.
In 163C appeared a rather grotesque collection of nymphalls or past-
orals called Ivluse* s Elys ium . "This contains," says Gost^e, "some of
the daintiest fairy poetry in the language. "#
In 1604, the first yearof the reign of King James T.,
Lraytcn published The Owl . the first of his bitter satires. The
fact that he should ha.ve included oatir© in the lict of the then
comrron forms of poetry, v/hich he seemed to have considered it his
duty as a poet to practice, is some indication he v/as not happy.
Drayton, as the owl in this satire, "is the keen-eyed, disinterested
observer"## who is nagged at by other birds such as crows, kites and
ravens. "He is rescued by the kingly eagle, to whom he described the
abuses he has seen carried on by the evil birds vmo prey upon the
commonwealth of fowls. No doubt the eagle represented James I.
who had refused to favor Drayton. The following Ijries may serve to
illustrate the bitter complaint of the poet which is the central
theme of the poem.
"Weary at length, and trusting to my worth,
I took my flight into the happy North:
V/here
,
nobly bred as I was well allied,
#A History of English Literature, Garnett and Gosse, Vol, II,
page 271
//#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV, page 211
###Ibld
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I hoped to nave my fortune then supplied;
But there urrived, disgraced was all my gain
Others had got which I long did serve,
Still fed the words, while I with v/ants did sterve."#
In 1606 appeared The Man in the Mo on another satiric work
on similar subject matter, in which Drayton ingeniously nas the
Goddess Diana turn into the Koon itself, and then she gives a dis-
course on the fickleness of wn evil world. The work h£'.s lieen des-
cribed as having the body of crabbed learning v/ith a head and tail
of satire.
A poet with far greater poetic qualities than those which
Drayton possessed could not nave met with unvarying success in work
touching so many fields of subject matter, and employing such a
variety of types. Most of Drayton's verse must alv^ays remain in the
class of the mediocre, but rn rare occasions he has shown that he
possesses qualities comparable with those of Spenser and Shakespeare.
"Draytort's muse," common ta Campbell, "has certainly no strength for
extensive flights, the she sports in happy moments on a brilliant
and graceful wing»## In oraer to appreciate this position of the
poet, let us consider some of his shortcomings and merits.
His most outstanding weakness was that he tried to follow
all the literary conventions of his time. Drayton seldom looked in-
to his heart and wrote, for he v/as always conscious of his readers.
He was too anxious to please those about him, and toe ready to under-
take subjects that v/ould have over^jurdened greater poets.### Con-
sequently many cf his themes are) not of universal interest, He often
rfThe Works of Michael Drayton, The Owl.
##Specimens of British poets, Thomas Campbell
###rhe Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV. page 210
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used satire or personal complaints for the su'bject of his verse, out
he failed to treat such themes in a poetical fasnion . The Cwl is a
bitter personal satire and can raake no universal appeal to the human
emotions. No one today is vitally interested or cares v/hether
James I. saw fit to favor Drayton or not.
A great amount of the poet*s historical v;ork is an elabora-
tion of some minor incident, such as the celebration of Matilda's
pathetic story. The Baron^' Wars fails to command universal inter-
est. "The oomewhat kite and crow character,** comments V/ard, "of the
disturbance chronicled is not relieved by any vigorous portraiture
either of Mortimer or of Edward or the queen. **# Drayton failed to
catch the dramatic sense to make his v/ork hold cur interest. The
subject of this long poem belongs tc the historian and rot to the
poet. In the following typical examples of simple narration of un-
interesting and unimportant facts, vie find little that is of poetic
nature.
"\7hen by that time into the castle hall
V/as rudely entered tnat well-arm.ed rout;
And they within, suspecting naught at all,
Had then no pjuard to vfatch for them without .*'
"While Mortimer (that all this while hath lain
S'rom our Fair course) by Fortune stranf^ely crost,
In France wan struggling how he might i-egain
That which before in England he had lost,
And all good means doth gladly er':ertain.
No jot dismayed in all those tempests tost,
^English Poets, Ward, page 527
i
Nor his great nind could so "be overthrown,
All men his friends, all countries his own.*'#
"If there could nave been,** saya Henry Llorley, "a clearer viev; of
greatness in the consequence of the action, that could have teen pre-
sented to us by an spinode of the future, this heroic poem, though
wiohout epic machinery, would rank among cur epics. "##
Drayton seerin to struggle with history. The narrative of
events is not clear, and it is continually standing in the way of the
dramatic interest of the characters. In 'the Mort
i
rreriados he seems
"determined to hammer out the "best poetry he can from the dull story
of Mortimer ."### This fault is also very fTident in The Heroical
Ep j sties . In the main Drayton lacked the power cf characterization
to keep the Et)i st ies from becoming monotonous.
Another example of Drayton's inp.bjlity to handle a theme
in poetic fashion is the congratulatory poem, T£ the Lla.lestie of King
James, written imredi&tely after the death of Llizabeth. He turned
"without a word of regret for the star tnat 'nad sunk to hymji the star
tnat was rising ."###// The poet suffered keen disappointment wnich
was expressed later, as we hp.ve observed, in The Cwl.
It seems a pity that Drayton should have spent so much
energy in trying to v/rite such an elaborate r;ork au the Poly-Clbicn
about them.es that were not cjuited to poetry, lirno has ever had per-
severance to read it thru? "A stern patriot alone could have finish
ed the poem - not a poet," says a critic. "The matter is so unimpor-
tant, and the absence of discrimiinat ion so apparent that Lowell has
rfDrayton, Th e Barons ' \Vars . Stanza XXXVIII., Bk. III.
##English Writers, Kcnry Morley, Vol. X., i^ge 518
##The bambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV. page 208
####The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV. page 211
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justly termed itt a versified gazetteer of England and Wales
mountains, rivers, and even the marshes are personified, to narrate
historical episodes, or to give us geographical lectures. iJrayton's
desire to reccru has clearly been stronger than his desire to sing."#
The Poly-Olbion is a history in verse, but it lacks for the most part
true poetry. It soon becomes dull reading, for the author has gone
back in spirit to the areary ncnotony of the Saxon Chronicle.## "He
has ransacked the chroniclers and poets, the songs of the harpers and
ninstrels, every nource that he knev/ of ihforriation on the precious
past which must be preserved against tirr.e's proud hand,*'7f## For ex-
ample, he iias given great importance to river syetem.s, and has v/eari-
ed us with long catalogues of princes and events. In the follcY/ing
lines from song sixteen, which are typical of the vmole poem, we >iave
an illustration of the kind of material v^ich forms the major part of
his poem.
"The Bridal of our Tains and princely Isis past:
And Tamesis and their son, begot and waxing fast,
Inviteth crystal Colne his wealth on hin to lay,
Whose beauties "had intic'd his Sovereign Taines to stay,
Had he not been enforced by his unruly train,
For Brent, a pretty Brock, allures him on again.
Great London to salute, #iose high-rf^ar»d turrets throng
To gaze upon the Flood, as he doth pass along':?y###
Often in Drayton's descriptions one feels tnat the poet was
seeing nature at second hand, for he never saw some of the places he
#The feam.bridge History of English Literature, Vo . IV, page 22C
##The Warner Library (University Ed.) Vol.VIII, page 4B7e
##The Cam.bridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV, page 219
###Lraytcn»s Poly-Albion, Book VIII, Song XVI, lines 1-8
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pictured, and he was obliged to take much of his material from books.
The following lines sound as if they might be the metrical rendering
of a paragraph taken from a descriptive geography.
"From these into the East upon the other hand,
The BlBhopricke, and fair Northumberland ao bare
To Scotland's bordering Tv/eed, which aa the North
elsewhere,
Not very fertile are, yet with a lovely face
Upon the Ocean look; which kihdly doth imbrace
Those countries all along, upon the rising side.
Which for the batfull glebe, by nature them deni'd,
VTnich mighty mines of coal, abundantly are blest,
By which this tract remains renown*d above the rest:
For what her rich womb, each harbourous road receives.''#
"The author, says Saintabury, "^had to find his chief poet-
ical attraction rather in superadded ornament, in elaborately patched
on passages than in actual and natural evolution of his theme. "##
Ward, in commenting upon the Poly-Olbion
.
says, "Legends, fancy pieces
such as that of the marriage of Thane and Isis, with its unmatched
floral description, account! of rural sports and the like, ingeniously
diversify the merely topographical narrat ivc ."###
Drayton's desire to follow the convention of his age led
him to utilize his verse for the praise of poet, patron, or friend.
Because many of these characters are of little interest to us except
for their relation to Drayton, much of this type of verse fails to be
of universal interest. Some of it is deficient in any personal emo-
tion and we feel that the verses were due to his imitative habit
#Drayton's Poly-Olblcn
.
Song XXIII, lines 216-226
##Hi story of English Literature, Saint obury, page 142
###En gl i sh Poets , Ward page 528
I
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rather than to any deep or sincere emotion. The coldness of the fol-
lowing tribute to Daniel found at the close of Endimion and Phoebe
Indicates that the poet praised from a sense of duty.
•*And then, sweet Musaeua of these lines
^ardon my rugged and unfiled rhymes,
\ihose scarce invention is too mean and base
o
When Amelia's ^^lorius muse doth come in place."
A second shortcoming of our poet was the manner in which
he used details. "In ocenery or history," oays Thomas Campbell, "he
cannot command selected views, but meets them by chance as he travels
over the tract of details. "# Drayton lacked the power of discrimi-
nation, and his enormous amount of minor incidents and details hin-
ders the progress of his theme instead of aiding it. For the most
part, the Poly-Olbion is a mass of unimportant and uninteresting de-
tail. The following lines are taken from a long account of different
herbs a hermit might find in the forest, and they illustrate
Drayton* s habit of forgetting his main theme to display in detail
some unimportant information.
"Here finds he on an oak rheum - purging Polipode;
And in some open place tnat he to the sun aoth lie.
He Pumitorie gets, and Eye-bright for the eye:
The Yarrow, wherewithal he stops the wound-made gore:
The healing Tutsan then, and Plantan for a sore,
And hard by them again ho holy Vervaine finds,
Which he about his head that hath the megrim blinds.
For them that arc with newts, or snake, or adders strong,
He sucketh out an herb that's called Adders-tong;
^Specimens of the British Poets, Thomas Campbell
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For phlfick, some again he inwardly applies
For comforting the spleen and liver, gets for juice.
Pale Horc-hound, which he holds of most especial use,
So Saxigraf^e is good, and Hart s-tongue for the stone,
Vllith Agrimony, and that herb we call S. John.*'#
Drayton has too much of the thoroughly accomplished and
capable workman, and too little of the divinely gifted artist which,
in great measure, accounts for the enormous amount of accurate detail
found in his work. Chambers says that the info rm.at ion in general
found in the Poly-'Olbicn is so accurate that the poem is quoted as an
author ity.## For example, Drayton has devoted several pagts to a de-
tailed account of early English saints, the nature of which the fol-
lov/ing lines will serve as an illustration:
"With Winchester again proceed v/e, which shall store
Us with as many Saints, as any See (or more)
t'f whom we yet have sung; as Heada there v^e have.
Who by his godly life, so good instructions gave,
As teaching that the way to make men to live well,
Example us aasur»d, did preaching far excell.
Cur Swithen then ensues, of him why ours I say,
Is that upon his Feast, his dedicated day,
As it in harvest haps, as plow-men note thereby,
Th' ensuing forty days be either wet or dry.
As that day falleth out, whose miracles may We
Believe those former times, he well might sainted be.
So Frithstan for a Saint incalcndred we find,
^Drayton's Poly-Olbion, Song XIII, lines 200-ii22
##Chamber's Encyclopaedia of English Literature, Vol- I. page 341

With Brithstan not a whit the holiest man "behind,
Canonized of which two, the former for respect
Of virtue in him found, the latter did elect
To sit upon his See, who llkewiae dying there,
To Ethelbald again succeeding did appear,
The honour to a Saint, as challer.,?ing his due,''#
Another short coining: of our poet is found in his descriptive
passages. He leaves nothing to the imagination of the reader, "but
gives us an inventory account cf every item in the picture. He fails
to leave any definite impression or unity of effect. We nave given
us an abundant amount of raw material, "but the finished product is
missing. The Author* s personality iJ^not reflected in most of his de-
scriptions. Take, for example, the following lines selected from a
description of an island. These leave the reader to put the compo-
nent parts iri\o a complete picture the "best he can*
., .''Wherefore in her self-praise, lo thus the Island sung
Of all the Marshland Isles, I Ely am the Queen:
For winter elsewhere sad, in me looks fresh and green
j
The horse, or other beast O'weigh'd v/ith his own mass.
Dies wallowing in my Fens, hid over head in grass:
And in the place where grows rank fodder for my neat,
The turf which bears the hay, Is wonderous needful peat:
My full and batning earth, needs not the plowman's
paines
;
The rills which run in me, are like the branched veins
In human bodies see; these ditches cut by hand
From the surrounding Meres, to v;in the measured land,
#l5ichael Drayton's Poly-01bion. Song XXIV.
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To those choice waters, I most fitly may compare,
V/herewith nice women use to blanch their beauties rare.
Hath there a man beon bom in me, that never knew
Of Wateraey the Leame , or th» other called the New?
The Frithdike near»8t my midst; and of another sort,
Who ever fish'd, or fowl»d, that cannot make report
Of sundry Meres at hand, upon my V/estem way,
As Romsey Mere, and Ug, with the great WhittelBey?"#
"Even in the following passage which Oliver Elton says
"shows the pitch of the Poly«01bion in its braver mood,"## the poet
is not entirely free from this inventory method of description. In
the description of the course of the Thames he says:
"The fair and goodly Thames, as far as ere he could.
With kingly houses crowned, of more than earthly pride,
Upon his eitner banks, as he along doth glide
With wonderful delight, doth hia long course pursue,
Where Ot lands , Hampton Court, and Richmond he doth view
The Westminster the next great Thames doth entertain,"
A fundamental fault of Drayton's poetry is that most of it
Is based on reason rather than on passion or true emotion. He often
reveals a scholastic point of view without much evidence of lyric
power. "His mind,** comrients Hazlitt, "is a rich marly soil that pro-
duces an abundant harvest and repays the husbandman's toil; but few
flaunting flowers, the garden's pride, grow in it, nor any poisonous
weeds »"-;^## Certain passages in Great Cromwell are the most remark-
able example of the use of poetry for rf;asoning that occurs before
^Michael Drayton's Poly-01bion Song XXI
##Micnael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page 115
###English Poets. Ward, Vol. I, page 526

Dryden. For example he writes:
"That height and god-like purity of mind,
Resteth not still, where titles most adorn
With any, nor peculiarly confined
Tr> nXJTTIf PI fin in Vi*> ^^Tn^ + «>r^ /1r>+Vi a r>r\ t-n •J> w xieuuC' o , cUl OU L/C; XJ.j'lXUtiQ. UOwii SCOXTl«
Man doth the moat degenerate from kind,
Richest and poorest both alike are born;
You that but boast your ancestors proud stile,
And the large stem whence your vain greatness grew,
When you yourselves are ignorant and vile.
Nor glorious thing dare actually pursue,
That all good spirits would utterly exile,
Doubting their worth should else discover you,
Giving yourselves unto ignoble things.
Base I proclaim you, though deriv*d from Kings. "#
In the lines following, Drayton undoubtedly was dominated
reason instead of pasoion*
**How weak art thou, that makest it thy end
To heap such worldly dignities on thee.
When upon Fortune only they depend,
And by her changes governed must t9?**##
We could go through the whole list of the poet's works and
find that it was this trait which kept them from being great pieces
of literature. The Poly-01"bion
.
perhaps, "best illustrates this fact.
It was carefully and elaborately planned, and the subject matter was
rich in opportunities for Drayton to rise above the common place, but
#The Works of Michael Drayton, The Legend of Thomas Cromwell
##Ibid.
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the sad truth remains that because the author did not possess natural
emotion, the work v.^as a failure.
In spite of these various faulto which have been noted,
we do find some qualities in Drayton* s work worthy of high praise.
The poet had occasional inspiration which ranked him with the great
poets of his age. **His muse," says ^^ampbell, "sports in happy mo-
ments on a brilliant and graceful wing."# When Drayton was guided
by his emotion rather than by his reason, he wrote true poetry. The
Ballad o f Agin court is an exariple of his verse at its best. In every
line the author shows himself to be a true Englishman full of the
spirit of his country. In modern English literature this ballad has
hardly a parallel as a national song for, as Erskine comments, "the
voice of the whole people is heard in it ."## Ho one can doubt the
sincerity of the patriotism expressed in this stanza:
"When down their bows they throw.
And forth tneir billov/s drew,
And on the 5'rench they flew;
Not one was tardy:
Arras were from shoulders sent
Scalps to the teeth v;ere rent
Down the French peasant went;
Cur men were hardy. "#f?*#
Drayton frequently expresses a sincere reverence for the
feeling and beauty of youth and a deep regrr* that old age must come.
This natural sentiment of mature years our poet has treated in true
#Specimehs of British Poiets, Thomas Campbell
##The Elizabethan Lyric, Erskine, page 202
##Works of Michael Drayton Ballad of Agin court
(
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poetical fashion in the second eclogue of the She^lhord's Garland:
"Well, wanton, laugh not my old age to scorn
Nor twit me so, my senses to have lost,
The time hath bben, when as my hopeful mom
Promis*d much as now thy youth can boast.
As thou art, once was I a gamesome boy,
111 winter* d now, and aged as you see
And well I know, thy swallow-winged joy
Q,uickly shall vanish as t»iB fled from ne.''#
Again in Song twenty-two of the Poly-ClToion
.
Drayton seems
to voice sincerely this natural sentiment when he laments that Time
destroys so much of the glory and splendor of the past.
"0, Time what earthly thing with thee itself can trust,
When thou in thine own course art to thyself unjust'.
Lost thou contract with death, and to oblivion give
Thy glories, after them, yet shamefally dar'st give.
0, Time, hadst thou p(^scrv»d what labouring man hath done,
Thou long >.'efore this day, might *st to thyself have won
A deity with the gods, and in their temple plac*d,
But sacrilegious thou, hast all great work defac'd,
For though the things themselves nave suffered by thy theft,
Yet with tneir ruins, thou to ages mi^^ht have left,
Those monumj3|8to who rear'd, and not have suffered thus
Posterity so much, t'abuse both thee and us."
#
Another oxa-^ple of Drayton's occasional inspiration is in
ffWorks of lUchael Drayton, The Shepherd* c Garland, Second Eclogue
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the death scene in The Leg^end. of Matilda. The poet pictured the
scene with unusual pathos. The reader unconsciouely responds to the
appeal made to human sympathy when Tiatilda speaks of her mistrecxt-
ment by King John:
"With his rude touch ny vail disordered then,
My face discovery, my delicious cheek
Tinted with crimson, faded soon again,
With such a sweetness as made death seem meek
And wan to him "beholding it most like
A little spark extinguished to the eye^
That glows again ere suddenly it dye."#
Drayton, as has been said, follov/c-d the conventions of his
time when he utilized his verse to praise port, patron_,or friend,
but his tribute tc Spenser, who was in many ways his leader and m.as-
ter, seems to be the natural expression of an admiring follower. In
End imion and Phoebe he says:
"i-ear Conlin, let our Muse excus'd be,
While rudely thus presumes to sing by thee;
Although the strains be hfirsh, untuned, and ill,
None can attain to thy divineot skill
In the Elcj^y To^ m^ dearly loved Friend, Henry Re;yno ld3
.
he
speaks again of his sincere admiration of his leader:
"Grave moral Spenser after ther.e came on.
Than whom I am persuaded wad none
Since the blind Bard Illiads up did make
Fitter a task like that to undertake^
ijjV/orks of Michael Drayton, Le/;^nd of Mat iIda
##Works of Michael Drayton, Endimion an^ Fhoebe
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3o set down "boldly, gravely to invent,
In all high knowledge, siirely excellent
Erskine comments upon the strong emotional quality found
in the Second Ecologue of the Shepherd^ b Garland, vmich containc a
fine lyric in praise of love which is platonic in motive. "Here," he
says, "love is addressed ae the pcv/er which elevates the human mind
in parsait of beauty.
"0 divine love, which so aloft canst raise,
And lift the mind out cf this earthly mire,
And dost inspire the pen with so hie prayse.
As 'With the heavens doth equal man's desire.'*
The diction of Drayton's poetry is another elem.ent v;crthy
cf praise. V/e cannot overlook thr fact that clumlsiness of gramm-ar
and construction v/as "Drayton's poetical sin,"//## yet at times his
choice of words and apt phrasing quite overbalances this shortcoming.
As a whole, his vocabulary is rich and uncomnon; he has a i)ieasing
preference for technical and rustic words For example, the
larguage of The She-nherd' s Garland is not "poor, fjilly, and of the
coarsest woof" as Drayton said the language cf pastorals should be.
Cn t"nis work, Gcsse comments: "He almost entirely avoids the archa-
isms in which Spenser rejoiced, and the language rises, wnen the oc-
casion demands, lo a nobility which m.akes the uclogues one of his
achievements The language, in general, v> e raust admit is
narsh, cut in the lyrical parts^which Gosse mentioned as being oc-
casions which demanded nobility of language, we have some excellent
l^orks of Michael Dray tori' pfifitied ftt ¥*Rc5e^fe, Vol. t\ ,p^f^ ISbS
MUhe Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol, TV, page 198
###The English Poets, S. Gosse, page 5.^0
####Tbid, page 530
#####The English Poeto, E. Gosse, page 530
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poetry. The Uhepherd characters speak in the *'lani;uage of polished
1 Herature .'*# The courtly eloquence of the follov/ing lines spoken
"by the shepherd Rowland is nota^ble:
"We'll strew the shore with pcskrl, where Beta walks
And we will pave her surrirer howera with rich Indian stones
Perfume the air and make it sweet,
For such a f^oddess ao is noet,
For if her eyes for purity contend with Titan's light,
No marvel then altho' their "beams do dazzle human si^ht-
Sound loud your trumpet s then from
London's loftiest towers,
To beat tho stormy tempests back, and
Calm the raging showers,
Such suggestive phrases as: "strew the shore with pearl," "altho'
their bpams do dazzle human sight," and, "To beat the stormy tempests
feack, and calm the raging showers" are not urivrorthy of Spenser ot
Shake sj)eare
.
The aimT)licity of the lang-aage used in ITunphidia makes it
the most charming of Drayton's poens. The imagery and language tri-
umphantly avoidjy the trivial on the one hand, and the obviously bur-
lesque on the other. The graceful movement and simple poetic phras-
ing of the following lines selected from the closing scene are charac-
teristic of the whole poem:
"Q,ueen Mab and her light maids trie while
Amongst themselves do closely smile
To see the King caught ivith his wile,
V/ith one another jesting:
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. Ill, page 249
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And to the Fairy court they went, \
\
With micklft joy and nerriment
1
1
Which thing v/an done with good intent
And thus I left them feast ing."#
The N:!>Tnphidla
.
saya Gesso, is ac olegant and exquisite as
the Moon-Calf is clumsy
.##
i
In the third eclogue of The Shepherd* s Garland
.
v/here
Drayton pays his complinents to Queen Elizabeth, the simplicity of
the language is very striking and charming. In thr-Bc lines, the
poet in a few simple strokes has given us a move conplete picture
than can be found in descriptions extending over several pages of the
Poly-Olbion where he tried to write upon a grand scale, but became
floundered and entangled in hj s own wordiness.
"With dainty and delightsome straines of dapper vrrilayes;
Come lovely Shepherds, sit by me, to tell our Beta»s praise
And let us sing so high a verse,
Her sovereign virtues to rehearse,
That little birds shall silent sit to hear us shepherds
sing,
Whils't rivers backv/ard bend their course, and flow up to
their spring.
In The Cwl, a lengthy composition in the heroic couplet,
Drayton has exhibited much of "a Chaucerian prett iness
.'Sf/'^vV/ iunong
the passages of merit is the pathetic episode of the Crane, the word-
ing of which sounds very Buch like that of Chaucer's Parliament of
'Poni es .
#Works of ^.Tichael Drayton, V/ .Reeve. Vol. II, page 473
##rhe Jacobean Poets, Gosse, paj'e
7('##'.Vcrks of Michael Drayton, The Shepherd's Garland, Third Eclogue
####The Jacoboar. Pceto, E. Gosse, -nage 95

"Vrnere, in the moist and nelancholy shade,
Thp grapp grows rank, "but yields a little V)ladr,
I found a poor crane sitting all alone,
That from his "breast sent many a throbbing f^roan;
Grov'iing he lay, that sometime stood uj^right;
l>Taiin(^d of hi a joints 3n many a doubtful flight;
His ashy coat that bore a glcss so fair.
So often kise'd of the enamour 'd air,
Worn all to rags, and fretted 'sc v/ith rust,
That with his fee-t he trod it in t'a*2 riiipt,
Even in The Harmony of the Church . Drayton has used sim.ple
arid pleasing phrases. Such simplicity cf diction found in these
lines from The Son/?; of Solomon has a certr.in richness of poetical ex-
pression:
"Within my garden plot, T am present now
I gathered have the nyrrh and spice that in abundance
.
grew;
With honey, milk and wine I have refreshed iae here;
Eat, drink, my friends, be merry there with hearty
friendly cheer. *'#
Drayton's muse was working peihaps at its best when he
wrote The Ballad of Ar,in court > The words seem to march along in a
vigorous style from start to finish. Such phrases as these are aptly
chosen to express tie spirit of patriotism:
*'Thcy now to fight are gone
Armor on Arraor shon^:
Drum now to drum did groan -
#The Poetical Works of F. Drayton, Hooper, Vol. III., page 253

To hear wan wonder:
That with the cries they make
The vrry earth did shake:
Trumpet to trur.pet spake
Thunder to thunder.
But in nothing docB Lrayton show hiritjelf so fine a master
of words and rhythm as in The Muses Elysiuiru Here he reminds one of
Keats in the manner in which he chooses words which appeal to the
senses. For example, he creates a "beautiful world of rich color and
pleasure in the description of Elysium. Such sentences as:
**Thero daisies damask ever;>' place;"
"But Philomel (cf birds the queen)
In music spends the year;"
" Some to Moon,
Like f^orgeous hanginf^s on the v/all
Of some rich princely room;"
are typical of his luxuriant wording.
For rhythm and well chosen v/ords, perhaps this stanza is
one of the best in the poem.
"Fair Flora in her state of view
Which through those lillies looks,
For as tho3« lillies lean'd lo show
Their beauties to ohe brooks. "##
Drayton, as a rule, lacked lyrical power, but vfhen he aid
sing there wa,s an exquisite cadence j)rrsent , which can not be sur-
passed, and he Justly de serves the term " golden-mouthed which
Fitzgeoffrey gave to him:
#Y/orks of Michael Drayton, The Ballad of A^incourt
##V/orkB of Michael Drayton, The Muses* Elysium
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"Lrayton'a condemned of sone for imitation
But others say, 'tis the "best poets' faahin
Drayton's juntly surnaned 'golden-mouthed' .#
"The angel of rhythm," nays Elton, "visits hin forgetfully and capri-
ciously, and like V/ordav/orth he ,f^oes on doggedly in its absence."
The poet nas imitated all round every kind of mouth piece from the
tassoon to the flute," comnients llicoll and Seccombe .^// Les us con-
iiicer some of trie inntriunents upon wnich he played and observe the
quality of the music vin ich resulted.
Drayton used various types of rhythm from tnat found in the |
lumbering lines of the Pply-Olbion written in long rhymed verse, each
line containing tv?elve syllables, to the dancing movement in the
tripling veroe of Nyriphidi a which employs the iambic tetrameter verse
form. In the latter "the touch in so light, the fancy so dainty, the
conceits so delicate, thrit the poom remains immortally fresh and
young," says one critic. ##7^
Endim ion and Phoebe is i;vritten in rimed decasyllabic coup-
lets, and Drayton "has avoided both the wearisome, epigrammatic, cer-
|
tainly, the pause which this form acquired in the eighteenth cen-
tury ."#^)^77' In The Heroical Epi
s
ties
.
also, he used the rimed coup-
let but to better r.dvantcige* There is a smoctlrinesa and terseness in
the lines not found in End im ion and Phoebe
«
"He cannot love, and yet forsooth he v/ill
;
He sees her not, and yet he sees her still'.
Pie goes unto the place she stood upon
And asks the poor soil whither she was gone."
yfMichael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page Bl
,f;^^Hi«tory of English Literature , ri coll and Sec combe. Vol. I, page 19^
^##Library of V7orld'a Best Literature, Vol. IX., page 4P78
M4SThe Ca'^bridfre History of English Literatiire ,Vol . IV, page 207

If Te compare those lines v/ith a frw dull om:r. from The Cwl which,
too, wa? written in rimed couplets', Vv'e can see Drayton ae "colden-
mcuthed," and Drayton v/Vien his "angel of rhythm v/as absent."
"But there, arrived, disgrace v^as all my gain^
Others had f^ot for which I long did serve,
Still fed with words, while T with want did 9tcrve."#
"The old popular ditty Agincourt, Agincourt, was in the
writer's ears," says Elton Drayton seemed fond of this poem
judging from the number of inprcvement s he nado in it between 16C6
and 16^9 « Elton has further observed that there is a tendency to
multiply the spondees, the better to hear the thud of the marching
amy. The stanza hao eight snort lines riming a a a b c c b which
is a "model for a war poem."#^^# In the first two lines v.e can almost
hear the beating of the drum:
"Fair stood the wind for France
When we our sails advance
The Ballad of Agincourt is pernaps Drayton's best v/ork from
the standpoint of cadence. It has a vigor and swing to it that will
always cause it to be ranked as a pocn of great merit.
The poet was most original in the melody found in those
odes where the couplet occurs. In the ode To Cupid he has uaed this
form of verse.
"And wantonly roves
Abroad in the groves,
And in the air hovers,
#'.Vorks of tichaol Drayton, The Cwl
#^MichaGl Drayton, Oliver Elton, p.-ige 104
//i-#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV, page 215
444^^oT\<n of Michael Drayton, The Ballad of Agincourt
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\Vhicb v/nen i.i him dev/cth,
HiB feathers he me\7eth,
In slgho of true lovers."
"Drayton gave accent," states Elton, "of his own tc nearly
every measure Lhat he practiced, and he practiced sextain, rhyme
royal, aonret , Italian octave, heroic couplet, short lined cde,
octosyllatic couplet, and alexandrines. There is not one of theee
that he did not sometimes write as well as any poet of the English
Renaissance ."j^
Another admirable quality of Drayton is the manner in
which he used figures of speech. V/e can not but be impressed by the
fact that Drayton ofi-en used such elaborate fif^rcs of speech that
they became involved and meaninglens and stand out only as the re-
sult of mechanical workmanship, but occasionally we do find Viis fig-
ures aptly chosen to elucidate his meaning, and at the same time add
to the artistic beauty of the poem. He seems to hci,ve been etf^ecially
fond of the simile and metaphor.
Tn speaking of the rills in The Muse s* Elys i um . he uses
this metaphor which is simple and picturesque:
"Rills rising out of every bank
In wild meanders strain,
And playing r^any a v/anton prank
Upon the speckled plain. "##
Often, as in the Shephe rd/ s Garland . Drayton used figures
to express contrasting ideas. In voicing the reverenee for the
beauty of youth he has suggested all the disagreeable things of old
age in this aptly chosen metaphor. "Yet shall thy sap be shortly
•//Michael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page 153
##Vvorks of Eichael Drayton, The Muses * Elysium
1
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dry and seer." In striking contraot to this is his simile which
vividly pictures the beauty of youth an Iteir.r "as bright as the mary-
gold.''^ In drscribinc the conflict between Lhe nen of York and of
Warwick, he has appropriately compared it to a storm: "Like some
black cloud which hovering lately hung
So fly the Yorkistei before V/arwick's drumfl
,
Like a stern teripest roaring as he cones."
In the Pqly-Clb ion
.
when Drayton managed to keep his fig-
ures confined to a few lines, he often hit upon some very appropriate
figure such as this mataphor:
" Viot one of them but knew,
V/hen setting to their lips their little bugles
The warbling Echoes wak'd from evctry hill."##
A very striking simile is found in The Baron ib ' Wars rhere
Drayton compares King Edward and his fall to a large pillar v/hlch has
been carrying too ^reat a weight. The figure is especially good be-
cause it contains elements which suggest the human qualities of
Edward in a very forceful way;
"Like some large pillar of a lordly height,
Cn whose proud top a huge frame doth depend
By time disabled to uphold the weight,
And that with age his back begins to bend.
Shrinks to his first seat, and in piteous plight
The lesser props with his sad load doth spend;
So far'd it with King Edward, crushing all
That had stood near him, in his violant fall •"#?(-#
#The Works of L'ichael Drayton, The Shepherd* s Garland
//#The Work* of Michael Drayton, The Poly-Clbion, Sond XXVI
###\Vorks of Michael Drayton, The Barons* Wars, Book IV.,
Stanza LXI
.

Drayton was much admired hy his contemporarlea because,
as we have observed, he followed the conventions of his time. After
more than a century of nefriect he was reprinted and read in the
middle of the eighteenth century, but it is only in recent years
that his poetry nas begun to receive the recognition it deReI•^^es.#
In spite of his many sacrtcomings
, we iriust renember it is something
to have written the best war nong in a language, its best fantastic
poem, and its only topographical poem of real value.
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV
Chapter X., page 193
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111. THE SOHIIETS
We have seen that Drayton posBeseed both a(imirable quali^
ties and aerious short oomlngB in the great bulk of his poetry. Let
us now turn our attention to his work as a sonneteer that we may ob-
serve to what extent the oonnets show qualities found in his other
works
•
On the whole they are superior. The limitations of the
sonnet form protected Drayton from his besetting sin of wordiness.
He must confine his expression to fourteen lines, and this gave him
no opportunity to heap up detail and illustrations, or to entangle
his reader in figures of speech. Drayton's work as a sonneteer,
says Sidney Lanier, was his best because "the sonnet must consist of
one main idea. The poet had to compress his words, to compact his
thou^ts. The sonnet form was a help and a salvation in holding the
poet straight as an arrow flight to the central conception of the
poem.*'#
It is impossible, according to Lanier, to think of making
a work of art out of a thirty-thousand line poem like the Pol^-
01b ion. It could never have unity, "It could never blaze upon the
reader's mind with that singleness of impression which a poem leaves
when it is a work of art," but anyone of Drayton's sonnets will out-
weigh in dainty balfiuice of art the whole thirty-thousand lines of
the Poly-01bion «
To appreciate the quality of his sonnets we must separate
their conventional from their personal features, as we did when con-
sidering his other work. Drayton was anxious to please his public,
#The Forerunners of Shakespeare, Sidney Lanier, Page 213
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sknd, as we have seen, followed all the literary conventions and
tastes of his age. He was first of all an imitator, borrowing from
every available source at home or abroad* His genius was receptive
and many sided. It required to be set in motion from without, but,
once supplied with materials, it stamped them with its own impress .#
During the sixteenth century English poets generally turn*
ed to Italy and Trance for ideas and inspiration* Among the more
prominent borrowings from continental literature was the sonnet se-
quence. Originating in Italy, it became the literary fashion both
in Prance and England. It was introduced into English literature by
Sir Philip Sidney in his Astrophel and Stella published in 1591.
This was a record of love and sorrow. Spencer in his Amorettt took
up the strain with his story of love and Joy« I^ve and praise was
the central theme in Daniel's Delia, Constable's Diana . Lodge's
Phillis . Fletcher's Licia, Brook's Caelica . and Drayton's Idea .##
Drayton, like the other Elizabethan poets, not only took his general
ideas from the Italian, but he often imitated specific sonnets. For
example, the poet in two sonnets praised Ankor, a Warwickshire
stream^ because Idea had lived near it. The sonnets are like
Petrarch's sonnets, addressed to the Rhone and the Po , which were
imitated in France, Italy^ and England. In Sonnet fifty-three Drayton
writes:
"Clear Ankor, on whose silver- sanded shore.
My soul- shrined saint, my fair Idea lives;
blessed brook*, whose milk white swans adore
Thy crystal stream, refined by her eyes."
In sonnet thirty-two he says:
#A History of English Poetry, Courthope, Vol. 111., Ch. IV.,
page 41
##The Elizabethan Sonnet Cycles, M.P. Crow, Introduction. Vol. 1.,
page VI
1
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"Arden's sweet Ankor, let thy glory "be
That fair Idea only lives by thee.*
This same thought is found In Petrarch's Sonnet CXLVll,
which runs as follows:
"Po, thou upon thy strong and rapid tide
This frame corporeal mayst onward bear:
But a free spirit is concealed there,
Which nor thy power nor any power can guide*
That spirit, light on breeze auspicious buoy*d,
Which course unvarying backward cleaves the air-
Nor wave, nor wind, not sail, nor oar its care
And plies its wings, and seekd the laurel's pride.
'Tis thine, proud king of rivers, eastward tome
To meet the sun, as he leads on the day;
And from a brighter west His thine to turn;
Thy horned flood these passive limbfi obey-
But uncontrolled, to its sweet sojourn
On love's untiring plumes my spirit speeds its
way • *•# ( Wranghfun
)
The Influence of the French poets was great in England*
The voice of the Pleiade^, in the notes of lesportes, Ronsard, and
Du Bellay had caught the Elizabethan ear. The Pleilade influence can
be traced in Elizabethan meter, in turns of phraseology, in sentiment
and in idea. The French influence is strong in all of Drayton's work.
He applied the term "Amours* on the title page of his sonnets, which
were bestowed on his imaginary Idea. The title Idea seems to have
been invented by Claude dc Pontoux who published in 1579 a collection
of sonnets under the title L* Idee" and D'Dlvine Idea . Prayton's Fair
Idea is akin to Pontaux's Celeste Idea fllle de Dieu .## The name
Idea symbolises the Platonic idea of beauty which was familiar to
Du Bellay in France and to Spenser in England. Dri^yton, however, de-
rives from the Ple^iade more than their Platonlsm* His "appeals to
night, to his lady's fair eyes, and to rivers, and his insistence that
verse is etemal"--all these themes recall expressions of Ronsard
#Petrarch*8 Sonnets and Life, Campbell, page 166
##Cambrldge History of English Literature Vol. 111.
Ch. Xll., page 3CC
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and Desportes or their disciples •#
In Drayton*s editions of 1599 or 1602, & deeper note, much
like that of Shakespeare is found. It is only natural to think that
Drayton in looking about him in his assimilative fashion mi^t have
caught "some deep accents and noble rhythms" from Shakespeare*
s
verse. For instance Shakespeare, in his one hundred and sixteenth
sonnet, speaiks of his love for his friend as follows:
**0 no I it is an ever fixed mark
That looks on tempests, and is never shaken;
It is the star to every wa;nderirg bark,
Whose -worth's unknown although his height be taken."
In Drayton's forty- third sonnet this thought is found ex-
pressed thus:
"So doth the plowman gaze the wandering star,
And only rests contented with the light
,
That never leaxtned what constellatlone are,
Beyond the bent of his imknowing sight."
It is interesting to note in connection with Drayton's bcr.
Rowings that he deplored the fact that it was a comnion practice in
his time "to filch" from other authors. In the dedication of the
Amours Drayton exclaims, "I am no pick-purse of another's wit."
Just how far Drayton was following conventions and how far
he based his sonnet themes on reality is a fascinating question.
Critics vary on this point. Some attribute true passion as the
source of his inspiration. Others, such as Leigh Hunt, have not
credited Drayton with any sincerity. For example, William Minto in
his Characteristics of English Poets states: "I doubt whether
Drayton had any special call to poetry beyond the contagion of cir-
cumstance: ambition made his verses."## In another connection he
#The French Renaioeance in England, Sidney Lee, page 21C
##CharacteristicB of English Poets, Williaa Minto, page 206
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says, "No person with literary gifts could have lived in such an at-
mosphere without catching Esonething of the poetic frenzy; one could
hardly have helped learning how to express the fiery touch of love,
and the sweet influence of nature. "#
"Yet there was a vigor about some of Drayton* e sonnets
which singles them out from the sugar' d and wailing productions of
the majority of contemporaries," comments Crosland. "Drayton was the
first of the English sonneteers to venture away from the primrose
path of dalliance and compliment, and the groaning and weeping
places, to engage in a little robust love-making .## The adoption of
a poetic convention does not necessarily denote insincerity in the
poet* The question is not whether he has borrowed his conventions,
but whether he has subdued them to his own genius .### The following
statements made by Whipple might seem a direct reply to the above
question. "The defect of hie (Drayton's) mind was not the lack of
materials, but the lack of taste to select, and imagination to fuse,
his material8. "####
The fact that Drayton borrowed his title from the French
and the material and machinery from the poetical stores of his day,
does not prove that these Amours were a mere literary exercise. Nor
does the m.ention of the river Ankor in two of his sonnets prove
them sincere outpourings of the heart.
Those who insist that Idea was simply an abstract term ap-
plied to some creation of the fantasy which embodied characteristics
of an ideal woman should remember that there are certain facts about
^Library of Literary Criticism, Moulton, page 702
jSJS.^^ Elizabethan Sonnet, Crosland. page 161
iffffrShe Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV.
Ch, X. page 205 *
####The Literature of the Age of Elizabeth, Whipple,
page 266
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the author's life which lead one to believe that some of the eonnets
record Drayton's own experience in love. He was brought up in the
household of Sir Henry Goodere and was indebted to him for his care-
ful education and training. Sir Henry Goodere had two daughters and
both of them played important roles in Drayton's poems
Hany of Draj^on's works were dedicated to a Lucy
Harrington, or to Idea, but for a long time Idea's Indentity remain-
ed an enigma* In 1594 poems were dedicated to Lucy Harrington,
Countess of Bedfort . and in 1593 Draytoh published Idea : The Shep-
herd* s Garland In which he compliments Idea . In his first sonnets.
Amours or Idea's Mirror , there is no dedication made to either Anne
Goodere or Lucy Harrington. In 1594, Lucy Harrington had married^
and Drayton wrote a sonnet entitled. To the Excellent and mo st
accomplished Lady
.
Countess of Bedford . In Endim
i
on and Phoebe he
writes:
"And if sweet maid, thou deign' st to read this story.
Wherein thine eyes may view thy virtuofe' glory,
Thou purest spark of Vesta's kindled fire.
Sweet nymph of Ankor , crown of my desire ......
Where thou dost live, there let the graces be,
Which want their grace, if only wanting thee."
These lines do not help us to identify Idea because both
Lucy Harrington and Anne Goodere lived on the Ankor. Drayton con-
tinued to praise the Countess of Bedford until 1605, but at the same
time he was writing of Idea. It is not made clear who she really
was until the rewritten Pastorals of 1605 were published, and the
Goodere sisters were referred to as Panapa and Idea. Anne had mar-
ried by this time and lived at Cotswold. From the following lines
we can be sure that Anne and Idea were identlcali#
fj^lchael Drayton. Oliver Elton, pages 10-20
I
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*Driving her flocks unto the fruitful Meen
Which daily looks upon the lovely Stour,
Near to that vale, which of all vales is queen,
Lastly forsaking of her former bower:
All of all places holdeth Cotswold dear,
Which now is proud, because she lives it near."
The fact that Drayton continued to write love sonnets to
Idea for about twenty»five years makes us feel that a real woman
must have inspired him to write some of the sonnets. Cn the other
hand, we know that Drayton did not lead the tastes of his day; he
rather sought to follow them* Most of the sonnets composed in
Drayton* s day were written to a lady, and about love. These sonnets
of the Elizabethan period, says Lanier, "are not frivolus love
making. All of the love making was manly. It was then, as it is
now, that the bravest are the tenderest."# jJhis period in history
was the strongest, the most daring and the most robust of all
periods. Erskine se^is to think that there was no real woman who in-
spired Drayton to write Idea. He states there is no supporting evi-
dence tnat the poet ever intended them for Anne Goodere. He observes
that after a few sonnets dealing with the love story through con-
ventional themes of the awakening of passion and the lady*s hard-
heartedness, the poet turns for inspiration to other themes.##
Perhaps Oliver Elton, who has made an extensive study of
Drayton, has given the most just criticism of the poet's position in
regard to the sincerity of his verse when he says that Idea is an
abstract title, and that "the sonnets range from icy fantasy to deli-
cate devotion. "### He speaks of the sonnets as having a literary
and artificial nature, and yet as possessing tones of passion,
#Shakespeare and his Forerunners, Sidney I.anier, page 168
##The Elizabethan Lyric, Erskine, page 147
###Michael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page 44
i
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remonstrances, and regret. Another critic has made the following
comnent: "Occasionally, a thin rivulet of natural sentiment winds
its way through the fantastic conceits which Drayton* s wide reading
suggests to him.**#
Drayton himself often warns the reader that he is not al-
ways to expect passion and sincerity. He writes:
'*And in all humours sportively range;
My active muse is of the world's right strain
That cannot long one fashion entertain."
and again:
*'My wanton vers© ne»er keeps one certain stay:
.....Maddening, Jocund and irregular,"
On « whole it seems that his love sonnets "range from vain
conceit to gallant inspiration .some in chill conceits and some
in plastic beauty of word3."##
The sonnets have some of the shortcomings found in his
other work. One of the most evident flaws Is that Drayton chose sub-
ject not suited for poetic treatment . The themes in many of the son-
nets are far removed from the inspiration of love. There is no con-
nected thread of thought to make his sonnet series a sequence. The
poet tried to save what h© thought was best on any subject, and he
ranges over a variety of themes. .For example, Sonnets to The Soul and
Celestial Numbers are only slightly connnected with the main theme of
love. The sonnets of Lunacy and Folly show how far Drayton is remov-
ed from the normal Inspirations of love poetry. He here studies his
passion as a type of mental disease. "The lady." says Ereklne, "from
all appearances. Is forgotten- if Drayton ever tnought of one."###
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. Ill,
Ch. Xll. page 300
#jjftlichael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page 44
###The Elizabethan Lyric, Brsklne, page 147
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Again In sonnet thirty-three we find nothing which deals with the
passion of love. We have rather the poet*8 ingenious idea that im-
agination is the result of the cooperation cf the heart and eyes,
since nature has refused to let them exchange places as they had
wished*
In looking over the subjects of his sonnets we find many
are written on general psychological topics such as: Imagination
(sonnet twenty*three) , To the Senses (sonnet twenty-nine) , To Folly
(sonnet twenty- two) , To Humor (sonnet nineteen) and To the Soul
(sonnet twelve)* In all these there is present a cold and calculat-
ing element
•
In his sonnets as in his works, such as The Owl
. Drayton
used his verse as an instrument of satire. Surely this cannot be
inspired by any true emotion of love. For example, one critic has
declared that Sonnet fifteen Remedy for Love is intended to satirize
the strained simples out of which the conventional sonnet was too
often compQunded. #
It is somewhat more evident in sonnet twenty- two that
Drayton recognized the fickleness of the sonneteering habit of his
day. He says in rather satiric tones that poetry has become mer-
chandise and terms the lines which he wrote for a young lover
"froth". He writes:
**A witless gallant a young wench that wooed
(Yet his dull spirit, her not one Jot could move)
Intreated me, as e*er I wished him good,
To write him, but one sonnet to his love........
Yet by my froth, this Fool, his love obtains,
And I love, you, for all my wit and pains.**
If poetry is the language of the hearty and if the sonnet
should express some lofty emotion, then Drayton failed in a good
#The Cambridge History of English Literature, Volt 111*,
Ch. Xll, page 300
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many instances, for he is usually a poet of reason rather than a
poet of passion. The interest of the reader is often felt to be
chiefly in the academic conceit* Isaac Disreali in his Amenities
of Literature goes so far as to say that Drayton was always a poet
of reason and never of passion* There is often present a cold and
calculating element. Take for example the following sonnet To
Pespaire
;
"I ever love where never hope appears,
Yet hope draws on my never»hoping care.
And my life's hope would die but for despair;
My never certain joy breeds ever certain fears.
Uncertain dread gives wings unto my hope;
Yet my hope's wings are laden so with fear
As they cannot ascend to my hope's sphere.
Though fear gives then more than a heavenly scope.
Yet this large room is bounded with despair,
So my love is still fetted with vain hope.
And liberty deprives him of his scope.
And thus am I imprisoned in the air.
Then, sweet despair, awhile hold up thy head,
Or all my hope for sorrow will be dead."
In this sonnet, the poet seems to have brought hope emd
despair within the limits of space. The reader feels that there is
something like a mathematical process used to reach the final re-
sults or conclusion. The theme, the despair of a lover, might have
been worthy of poetic treatment, but Drayton has taken it out of the
field of passion and placed it within the field of logical reasoning.
Such terms as, "sphere," "scope," "large room is bounded," and "im-
prisoned" suggest calculating reason and not passion. This element
is found in sonnet^ twenty-nine. To the Senses . Here Drayton has
cleverly worked out a plan of correlation between the senses when
they experience the object of his love.
Another shortcoming of the sonnets is the poet's desire to
display wit. This characteristic, it seems to me, is comparable to
the poet's desire to steep the readers of the Poly-Olbion in infor-
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matlon. It seems as if Drayton used every conceivable ingenious
device, and thot it was poetry. Take for example, sonnet seven.
Here in a cold and conventional manner, the charms of Idea are com-
pared to those of a feast, and the head is the chief guest. While
this may be an ingfloiious conceit, yet the idea is not worthy of
poetic treatment. Drayton was so taken up with this display of wit
that he forgot to stop when the heart was satisfied, but lets it be-
come a glutton. * Quaffing carouses," "foul excess," " swciggering
ruffians part," and "serve this glutton's turn," certainly do not
suggest pure emotions of love.
The conceits of Drayton's sonnets are, of course, not
peculiar to him. The desire to display wit led most of the son-
neteers of the period into extravagance, ^'•ach poet seemed to try
to out-do his contemporaries in the "praise of the loved one's
beauty and lament for her hardness of heart. All the wonders of hea-
ven and earth will be catalogued to find cor-naris^cns for her love-
liness: the rivers by which she dwells will be more pleasant than all
rivers, etc.* writes Mr, Crow.# Draj/ton then wan only conforming to
a prevalent fashion when he wrote verses which are as ingenious as
any in our language. Sometimes this extravagance led him toward the
grotesque. As example, I might cite sonnet fifteen, Remedy for Love .
and the following lines from sonnet fifty-ceven:
"You best discerned of my mind's inward eyes.
And yet your graces outwardly divine,
Whose dear remembrance in ny bosom lies.
Too rich a relic for a shrine."
It was the common practice among poets of the sixteenth
century to eternize their names in verse. Drayton felt he must
#The Elizabethan Sonnet Cycles, IT. P. Crow, Indroducticn,
Vol. 1., Page Vll

follow this convention too. It is impoBsible to think that such a
theme could be the natural outpouring of the heart, and yte regret
that our poet was so captivated by this theme that he not only tried
to eternize his name, but even intimates that his fiork is far super-
ior to that of other writers, and defies the critics.
To the Critics
"Methinks, I see some crooked mimic Jeer,
And tax my Muse with fantastic grace:
Turning my papers, asks *what have wo here'?
Making withal some filthy antic face,
1 fear no censure, nor what thou canst say*....."
In sonnet forty-two, he makes this statement;
"I pass not, I, how men affected be I
Nor who commends or discommends my verse."
Again in forty- four he voices his assurance of fame:
"Whilst thus my pen strives to eternize thee.
Age ruled my lines with wrinkles in my face....
And though this earthly body fade and die,
My Hame shall mount upon Eternity*"
While in the sonnet form Drayton found a needed restraint
imposed upon his luxuriant fancy, yet even here he was not entirely
free from the habit of heaping up details. We have observed that
this practice about ruined some of his longer poens^ and in many in-
stances it marred the beauty of the sonnets. Perhaps one of the
best examples of this type of sonnet is niimber twelve, in which the
author gives us an inventory description of the constituent parts- of
the soul in the following catalogue fashion:
"And doth the several offjoes define
Anlnia, Gives her that name, as she the body moves.
Amor, Then is she love, embracing charity.
Animus, Moving a will in us, it is the mind;
Mens, Retaining knowledge, still the same in kind.
Memoria, As intellectual, it is memory.
Ratio, In judging, reason only is her name.
SensuG, In speedy apprehension, it is sense.
Conscientia, In right and wrong they call her conscience;
Spiritus, The spirit, when it to God-ward doth inflame:"
J
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Drayton not only followed the conventions of the age in
his choice of theines and their treatment, bui v/e find him adhering
to the fashions in meter and form. The sonnet form r/hich he used
vras for the most part the typical Elizabethan form consisting of
three quatr^^s and a final couplet* In two of the sonnets he used
four quatrians and a final couplet; two are written in Alexandrines;
and in eighteen each quatrian is rimmed not abba, but ab ab.
Many of Drayton's fip;ures of speech are the conventional
far-fetched metaphors of the Elizabethan b-qg. For example, in sonnet
fifty-six, the poet compares his love to an eaglet. The whole figure
is 30 extravagant and inappropriate that to realize the non-pcetical
effect of this rather grevrsome com.parison the whole sonnet should be
read.
"When like an eaglet I first found my love,
For that the virtue I there of would know.
Upon the nest I set it forth to prove
If it were of that kingly kind or no;
But it no sooner saw ny nun apt) ear,
But on nor rays v/ith open eyes it 3tood,
To show that I had hatched it for the air,
And rightly cane from that brave mountain brood;
And when the plumes v^/ere sunned with sweet desire.
To prove the pinions it ascends the skies;
Do what I could, it needsly would aspire
To m.y sculps run, those tv/o celestial eyes.
Thus from my breast, where it was bred alone,
It after thee is like an eaglet flown."
Another metaphor which might be cited for its inappropriat-
nesB is found in Sonnet three, where Drayton compares his love af-
fairs and griefs to accounts in a ledger. This necessitates his us-
ing such comJ»tonplace materialistic words and phrases as: "count the
sum," ••recknings rise to milli(jl&s," ^Pajnnents of my love "sub-
tracting set my sweets unto my sours,** '*my joys arreage leads me to
my loss,** "debtor,** **extor»tion gaineth,** "paid such grievous usury,"
and "bankrupt."
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In spite of all these short comings which appear in the
sonnets, due to the fact that Drayton tried to follow the conven-
tions of his day in the choice of themes and their treatment, in
form, in figures of speech, and in rhetoric, we do find "a thin
rivulet of originality" which elevates them above the rest of his
poetry.
Drayton was not satisfied merely to follow conventions,
but he usually added a personal touch* He honestly tried to do his
work a little "better than his model, and so we find him continually
polishing and remodeling his sonnets. In the later editions we
have more of the real Drayton and less of Drayton as an experimenter.
One critic says that the rather heavy, elaborate model provided by
Dahiel gives place to the simple and more direct style of Sidney.
The edition of 1619 includes few sonnets that have not something
masterly in them. In general, the sonnets, as time goes on, beax
less and less the mark of literary exercise and contain more ex-
pression of genuine feeling.# "Seed, sown by the hands of others,"
comments Courthope, "in the quick soil of his imagination brought
forth a new variety of fruit. The ideas he borrowed were reinvest-
ed to advantage, and the poetical fortune he made out of them was
honestly earned by his own judgment and invention."##
On a few rare occasions, we find that Drayton did strike
out independently and spoke sincerely and honestly from his heart.
He continued to write love sonnets to Idea for about
twenty-five years when his love was turned to deep friendship.
There is a note of sincerity appearing in some cf the lines written
#History of English Literature, Cambridge, Vol. IV.,
Ch, X., page 205
##A History of English Poetry. Courthope, Vol. 111.,
Ch. IV., page 41
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at the time which mi can not think came from the pen of a '*book-
ainorlst.'*# In aonnet fifty-one, he writes of his constancy to
Idea, even though Tine has changed many ether things, in such a ton
sind manner that he seems to be singing in earnest:
"Yet heaven and earth prove both to me untrue
Yet am I still inviolate to you.**
There is a Shakespearian note in the first lines of Son-
net seventeen worthy of praise:
"Stay, speedy timet behold, before thou pass
From age to a^^e, what thou hast sought to seel
One In whom all excellencies be,
In whom Heaven looks itself as in a glass I"
There is a real poetry in Sonnet Thi rty- seven . Drayton
has described evening in a quiet tone very appropriate to the theme
The soothing friendliness about the verse elevates it above the
commonplace. One cannot 'vi^/^\)\xt feel the calm and peace of the
twilight time in the following lines:
"Dear, why should you command me to my rest,
¥nen now the night doth summon all to sleept
Me thinks, this time becometh lovers beet'.
Uight was ordained, together friends to keep.
Now happy are all other living things,
Which, through the day, disjoined by several flights,
And each return unto his love at night."
David Main says this sonnet^ might have as a title the
beautiful Scotch saying, "The E'en brings a'hone." "It has the
magical realization of the feeling of evening. The spirit of the
hour, with all of its kindliness and peace, v/as never more perfect-
ly breathed into English verse.
The realization of the fleetingness of time, a theme
worthy of poetic treatment, is eincerely expressed in Sonnet seven.
#Michael Drayton, 0. Elton, page 69
##A Treasury of English Sonnets, David Main
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The first two lines are perhaps the best and they are not inferior
to some found in Siiakespeare
.
"How many paltry, foolish, painted things,
That now in coaches trouble every street,
Shall be forgotten, whon no poet sings,
Ere they be well wrapped in their winding sheet*.
In these few sonnets, comments Crosland, *'the poet writes
with an ardent if not a highly creative fancy. In Drayton, as in the
cases cf Surrey and Sidney, we have no mewling, honey-lipped,
sugar' d sonneteer, but a gentlemfn with a terper of his own and a
something of a fist in which to hold the quill. "# But only in his
famous sonnet, sixty-one, did hie geniri find full scope in poetic
form. Elton says, "Only once, throughout a sonnet, which first ap-
pears in Garland of 1619 does he attain full power and felicity.
Here he comes to the highest fortune in passionate express ion. "##
This sonnet suggests irresistibility, a record of a definite move-
ment in the actual relations between the poet and some woman,"
comments another critic.### Rossetti has called it the finest sonnet
in the lajiguage.#### In these pplendici lines Drayton symbolised
under the imagery cf lovers parting his final break with his patron-
ess. The adequacy of treatment m.akes us feel that what had to be
said was said in the best possible way. The poet talks like a man
with a heart in his bosom. The words seem to be meant for /uine
Goodere alone, but we feel the years of suffering and the effort it
must have cost Drayton to make this complete resignation:
#Thc Elizabethan Sonnet, T. H. W. Crosland, page 166
##Michael Drayton, 0. Elton, page 51
###Cambridge History of English Literature, Vol. IV.,
Ch. X, page 205
###f5^nglioh Lyrical Poetry, E. B. Reed, page 164

••Since there *3 no help, cone let ub kiss and part.
Nay I havr done, you get no nore cf me;
And I am Glad, yea glad with all my heart,
That thus so cleanly I myself can free;
Shake hands for ever, cancel all our \^ows.
And when we meet at any time again,
Be it not seen in either of our 'browB
That we one jet of former love retain.
Now at our last gasp of love*s latest breath,
7/hen his pulse failing, Passion speechless lies,
Fnen Faith is kneeling by his bed of death
And Innonencc is closing up his eyes;
Now if thou wouldst, when all have given him over,
From death to life thou might 'st yet recover I'*
The tenderness of regret in the line "Shake hands for ever;
cancel all our vows," cannot be passed over lightly by any reader.
"Fr^om Anacreon down to Moore," states Henry Reed in his Lectures on
the English Joets, "I know no lines on the old subject of lover*
s
quarrels distinguished for equal tenderness of sent iment If this
sonnet had appeared in the Shakespeare series, it would have been
recognised as one of the finest in the collection, "^t is," says
Crosland, "lyricism, ecstasy, pure soul, pure poetry-what you will
of high and gracious and powerful writ down forever. "##
I)rayton*s verse occasionally possessed ether personal
qualities which raised it above the convent j onal . No form of poetry
is so exquisitely fitted, according to Sidney Lanier, to express the
conceits cf a lover as the sonnet. It brings the reader into inti-
mate relation with the writer because when the poet wishes to embody
his most tender, sacred and personal emotions, he has almost invaria-
bly chosen the form of the sonnet, and Drayton practiced the sonnet
of his age with a mastery of technique and a perfection which re-
mains "the despair of our metrically leas facile time."
#The Sonnet in En?;land and other EosayB, J. A. Noble
Page 25
#the Elixabethan Sonnet, T. W. Crosland, page 16C
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He had a skill in the management of the couplet. He tries
conclusions and successfully with his personal friend Shakespeare,
comments Felix E. Schelling. There is a note of sincerity in the
closing couplet forty-one. Its pointedness and directness are ad-
mirable •
"Now I deny her, then I do confess her,
How I curse her, then af^ain I bless her."
Drayton seemed earnestly voicing Platonic love in the last
two lines of sonnet fifty-four.
"Which name my muse to highest heavens shall raise
By cnaste desire, true love, and virtuous praise."
Perhaps the best couplet he ever wrote v/as the conclusion
of sonnet sixty-one. It expresses, says E. B. Bliss "an epitome of
the whole tragicomedy of love."#
"Now if thou v/ouldst , v/hen all have given him over,
From death to life thou might *st him yet recoverV"
The closing lines of sonnet twenty-eight states clearly
and directly some of the poet's philosophy. He says:
"In every thing I hold this maxim still
The circumstance doth make it good or ill."
The diction is another quality of Drayton's poetry which
deserves praise. He has been term.ed "golcien-mouthed"## by Drake for
the purity and preciousness of his style and phrase. The conversa-
tional style, the simplicity of the wording, in sonnet six is nota-
ble. Some of the best lines illustrating this quality are these:
"How many paltry, foolish, painted things,
That now in coaches trouble every street
Virgins and matrons reading these my rhymes.
Shall be 80 much delighted with the story,
That they shall grieve they lived not in these times-"
#Lyrical Poetry, E. B. Reed, page 164
##Elizabethan Criticism of Poetry, Thompson, page 157
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A modern reader may be struck by the purity and strength
of his diction, and his strong descriptive manner lays hold of the
fancy .# The imagery in these lines is vivid and beautiful.
** Clear Ankor, on whose silver-sanded shore
My soul-shrined saint, my fair Idea lives;
bles8e*d brook, whose milk-white swans adore
The crystal stran, refined by her eyes.**
Sonnet twenty-three is extraordinary for its verbal mechan-
ism* Drayton seems here to be more concerned with playing with words
than by any sincerity of thought, but he was master of this game.
For example, let us notice the first four lines:
"Love banished heaven, in earth was held in scorn;
Wand* ring abroad in need Beggerie;
And wanting Friends, though a Goddesse borne.
Yet crav'd the almes of such as pass'ed by."
As a piece of **nimble diction" states Croslard, Sonnet
fifty-nine. To Proverbs
.
compels our respect The management of
the "quoth I's" and "saith he's** is perfect
"Who spares to speak, doth spare to speed, "quoth I
"As well," saith he, "too forward as too slow."
"Fortune assists the boldest," I reply.
"A hasty man," quoth he "nc*er wanted woe?
"Labour is light, where love," quoth I, "doth pay."
This might be termed playful sonnet which, of course, de-
pends for its success on absolute polJsh and finish. "It is neatness
and deftness and keen art istry."####
The beauty of sonnet sixty-one, " S Ince there* s no heli) ;
come let us kiss and part . " is partly due to the simple monosyllabic
diction. There are only seven words in the whole sonnet v/hich con-
tain more than one syllable.
#Library of Literary Criticism, Moultcn, page 707
##The Elizabethan Sonnet, Crosland, page 163
###Ibid.
####Ibid.
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In general, we may say that there js scarcely a sonnet in
the whole collection which does not contain ^ome b*>auty of thought or
diction, or notne passage for the memory.
In spite of the many far-fetched Elizabethan metaphors with
which Drayton adorned his verse, he did occasionally hit upon an apt
and well chosen figure. He seemed especially fond of personification.
He has personified love, beauty, reason, the heart, the eyes, memory,
time, etc. -^'he abstract qualities become living characters in the
poet's verse and often they carry on imaginary conversation. For ck-
ample, sonnet thirty-eight is an imaginary quarrel between Reason and
Love in which Love triumphs over Reason. In sonnet fifty-nine, an-
other imaginary conversation is held between the Poet and Love. In
the last sonnet, number sixty- three, Love again is personified and
makes a truce with the poet.
"Truce gentle Lovel a parley now I crave
I
Methinks, 'tis long since first these wars begun.
Nor thou, nor I the better yet can have'.
Bad is the scratch, where neither party won."
B. B. Reed says that the personification is perfectly em-
ployed in sonnet sixty-one, his great Icve-parting sonnet. The oc-
tave is entirely unadorned ,and the single metaphor in the sestet is
a little marred by the double personification of love and passion.
J. A. Noble, however, thinks that this figure is rather confusing and
might easily have been avoided .#
Drayton frequently employed phrasing which lent cadence to
his verse. Often in a sonnet, which is poor as a whole, there will
occur bits of musical diction which call to mind Drake's term
"golden mouthed." A greater poet than Drayton need not feel asham-
ed of the following musical words or phrases. "Passion speechless
#The Sonnet in England and other Essays, J. A. Noble,
page 26
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lles," •* cancel all our vows," silver- sanded shore," •'sweet myrrh-
fcreathing Zephyr in the spring,** "How many paltry, foolish, paint-
ed things," "Apollo's golden treasure," and "An evil spirit, your
beauty haunts me still."
While Drayton, as we have seen, did possess some admirable
qualities such as those above discussed, yet these were not of suffi-
cient merit to rank him among the greatest of cur English poets. He
must forever rem.ain a second rate poet of the Elizabethan period.
Nevertheless, his , influence upon poets of later years was of no sm^all
consequence Some of the critics have even considered him the found-
er of a school.
In his own day he inspired younger men vdth the ambition
to win the fame of a sonneteer. The most accomplished of hie disci-
ples was Richard Barnfield who wrote a series of twenty sonnets en-
titled Cynthia^, a panegyric on Queen Elizabeth.# Meres in 1598 de-
clared that it iB the poetry of "our English which makes cur langu-
age so georgeous and delectable among ue; and he honored a list com-
prising Sidney, Spenfer, Daniel, Drayton, Warner, Shakespeare,
Marlowe, and Chapman, by whom "the tongue is mightily enriched and
georgeously invested in rare ornaments and resplendent habiliment
s
Lodge speaks of Drayton's verse in his epistle To Master
Michael Drayton as follows:
"Oh let that holy flame, that heavenly light,
That led old Abraham's race in darksome night....
Conduct thy muse into that holy pitch.
Which may thy style with praises more enrich. "f/r#
#A History of English Literature, Cambridge, Vol. IV.,
Ch. Xll.
,
page 301
##Eldzabethan Criticism of Poetry, Thompson, page 32
###Ibid.
J
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In his Wits Misery Lodge speaks of Drayton with others as
"divine witsj "unnamed professors," and friends of poetry.
Distinct traces of Drayton are found in Sir John Beaumont,
particularly in his versification, which is modelled on that of the
Heojifel cal Epistles . William Brown learned the most from him. His
Britannia* s Pastorale la a direct line of descent from the Poly-
Olbion as the Shepherd* s Pipe is the offspring of Idea*s Mirror .#
"During the eighteenth century, at least," comments Gosse,
"no nondramatic po?t of our period was' so much read or so often re-
printed as Drayton. Joseph Hunter expressed no opinion shocking to
his generation when he claimed for Drayton a place in the first class
of English poets. His ease, correctness, and lucidity were attrac-
tive to our elder critics, and outweighed lack of the more ejcquiaite
qualities of style."##
Drayton can no longer be awarded such honors as were paid
tp him formerly, "but even in the nineteenth century he T/as not with-
out his stanch admirers. Rossetti found much in Drayton that pleased
him. Thompson says of him; "He is an avowed beauty worshipper. He
plundered the riches of the older poets and made them his own."###
Oliver Elton, perhaps, gives us the present day point of
view in regard to Drayton when he says, "If Drayton left no school,
he had never been vowed to any." At another time Elton states:
"Drayton left no school, though he had created some original forms
like the Historical Epistles . The Odes , and Hyraphidia . The last of
these leaves a tiny wake behind it in the history of our poetry, "#r##
#History of English Poetry, Courthope, Vol. 111., Oh. Ill,
page 46
##The Jocobean Poets, Gosse, page 93
###The Lyrical Poetry, E. B. Reed, page 525
.;^f^#Kichael Drayton, Oliver Elton, page 15C
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